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Welcome to our 2022
Catalogue of French Resources!

Contacting us:

Everything here is distributed by European Schoolbooks
Ltd (ESB) and is available from The European Bookshop in
London and nationally by mail order from Cheltenham, online
via our website:

European Schoolbooks Ltd
The Runnings, Cheltenham,
GL51 9PQ
phone: 01242 245252
email: direct@esb.co.uk

www.eurobooks.co.uk

www.eurobooks.co.uk

Prices

Business Hours
Monday to Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Prices are correct at the time of printing (5/03/22)
but may be changed without notice if affected by
publishers’ increases or exchange rate movements.
Up to date prices can always be found on our website.

Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFRL)

The European Bookshop and
The Italian Bookshop

123 Gloucester Road, London
SW7 4TE
phone: 020 7734 5259 email:
bookshop@esb.co.uk
www.europeanbookshop.com

ESB’s mission is to provide UK language teachers with the
best of a huge range of materials produced by the many
European publishers who specialise in the learning and
teaching of their respective languages.

Business Hours

In particular, we think it is in every pupil’s interest that UK
language learning should be aligned with the CEFRL, which all
the best new materials produced within the other 46 member
countries of the Council of Europe now incorporate.

All trade enquiries should be
directed to our Cheltenham Head
Office.
The European Bookshop and The
Italian Bookshop is a division of
European Schoolbooks Ltd.

Inspection Copy Service for Teachers

Monday to Friday 10:00 - 18:30

We will gladly send you an inspection copy of any textbook
(sorry, not audio-visual materials) you are thinking of buying
in class sets. If you buy 12+ copies of textbooks direct from
ESB or our bookshop you may keep the inspection copy
free-of-charge. If you buy 20+ copies you may be entitled to
a discount. Please ask for details.

Other services
We offer a range of other services to the languageteaching community – advisers, inspectors, and heads
of establishments or departments, especially language
colleges and Network for Languages Centres. If you are
planning any kind of languages event or promotion, we can
attend ourselves or send an appropriate boxed selection of
relevant books and materials. With suitable notice we can
arrange presentations or workshops, and we are open to all
other suggestions. For more information please contact the
Marketing Department on 01242 245252 option 4.

www.eurobooks.co.uk
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A1.1
001130 Livre de l’élève 1 + CD-Rom £15.95
001489 Livre de l’élève 1 + manuel
numèrique
£18.95
001131 Cahier d’activités 1 + CD audio +
accès au parcours digital
£10.95
001488 Cahier d’activités 1 + manuel
numérique
£13.95
001136 Guide pédagogique 1
£21.95
001132 CD audio classe 1 (3)
£81.00+

French
Courses
Classroom
courses

A1.2
001137 Livre de l’élève 2 + CD-Rom £15.95
001490 Livre de l’élève 2 + manuel
numérique
£18.95
001138 Cahier d’activités 2 + CD audio +
accès au parcours digital
£10.95
001491 Cahier 2 + manuel numérique £13.95
001142 Guide pédagogique 2
£21.95
001145 CD audio classe 2 (3)
£81.00+

Ages 11-14

A2
001493 Livre de l’élève 3 + manuel
numérique
£19.50
001141 Livre de l’élève 3 + DVD-Rom £15.95
001143 Cahier d’activités 3 + CD audio +
accès au parcours digital
£10.95
001494 Cahier d’activités 3 + manuel
numérique
£13.95
001144 Guide pédagogique 3
£21.95
001146 CD audio classe 3 (3)
£81.00+
001148 Manuel numèrique enseignant 3 (clé
USB)
£129.00+

Adomania
HACHETTE
Using a task-based approach and drawing
on teenagers’ natural leaning towards working
in groups Adomania has a focus on collective
learning with work for small groups and a class
project. There are 9 units in each level - 1 unit
0 découverte plus 8 further units. The course
focuses on the teen experience with visual,
written and spoken texts - as well as a culture
page - inspired by teen magazines. Chapters
are easy to use with a short and varied structure for each lesson - 1 lesson on each double
page spread. The initial page introduces the
topic; the following three double pages focus
on discovering the theme and vocabulary;
working on grammar and comprehension and
a final double page linking the topic to French
culture and the final class project. Language
work is clear and contextualised throughout
with an assessment at the end of each stage.
The original video that accompanies Adomania
contains 16 clips of French teenagers filmed in
a French school. Resource sheets for the clips
are included in the teacher’s guide. The workbook contains an access code for the online
platform for Adomania which includes a digital
version of the student’s book and workbook,
and the audio and visual material.

B1
001497 Livre de l’élève 4 + manuel
numérique
£19.95
001161 Livre de l’élève 4 + DVD-Rom £16.50
001502 Cahier d’activités 4 + manuel
numérique
£13.95
001165 Cahier d’activités 4 + CD-audio 		
£10.95
001175 Guide pédagogique 4
£21.95
001177 CD audio classe 4 (3)
£81.00+

À Plus
MAISON DES LANGUES
Ä Plus is a new course for 12-16 year olds,
which makes learning French fun! With a clear
and attractive layout, easy-to-understand
instructions and resolutely action-based
objectives, this course offers teenagers and
young adults, even with little or no previous
language-learning experience, an enjoyable
and motivating introduction to French and the
French-speaking world.Each of the 6 units
covered consists of 3 lessons, all leading
towards a final project. Students learn about
francophone culture through the elements
of daily life presented throughout the course
and through the ‘Mag.com’ double pages in
each unit which present activities related to
francophone history and culture (such as the
history of the potato, French comics, the culture of Tahiti). The course encourages active
participation through games (miming, memory
games etc). All of the topics cover themes that
interest adolescents and the activities are motivating and engaging. This encourages more
natural reactions and interaction between the
students in French. Authentic materials, such
as photos and audio recordings have been
selected specifically to match the themes and
vocabulary covered in each unit. Additional
materials such as games, test pages, grammar
material and conjugation tables form part of
the series and there are also further materials
available on the Editions Maison des Langues
Espace Virtuel http://espacevirtuel.emdl.fr/
A1
000865
000866
000867
000868
000876
000877
000878
000879

Livre de l’élève + CD 1
Cahier d’exercices + CD 1
Guide pédagogique 1
DVD + livret 1
Livre de l’élève + CD 2
Cahier d’exercices + CD 2
Guide pédagogique 2
DVD + livret 2

£18.50
£11.75
£21.95
£35.50+
£19.75
£11.75
£21.95
£35.50+

A2.2
000860 Livre de l’élève + CD 3
000861 Cahier d’exercices + CD 3
000863 Guide pédagogique 3

£19.75
£10.50
£21.95

B1
000864 Livre de l’élève + CD 4
000882 Cahier d’exercices + CD 4
000883 Guide pédagogique 4

£18.50
£11.75
£21.95

B2
000886 Livre de l’élève + CD 5
000887 Cahier d’exercices + CD 5
000888 Guide pédagogique 5

£17.50
£9.60
£21.95

www.eurobooks.co.uk
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Décibel

Facile plus !

DIDIER FLE

Crimi, A-M/Hatuel, D

Décibel is a 4 level task-based course for
teenagers offering 60 hours of classroom study
per level. With an emphasis on communication and speaking skills the course contains a
varied range of exercises to motivate students
in their learning. Each of the 6 chapters in
each level begins with an introductory page,
followed by the sections j’ecoute, je parle, je lis
et je découvre, je joue and je révise. Students
complete 2 intermediate tasks in the chapter
leading to a final task after a games section
which revises the topic covered. Speaking
tasks in the students’ book are reinforced with
corresponding written work in the workbook.
The accompanyingCD MP3 contains all the
songs and listening texts from the books. The
DVD contains 6 video clips introducing French
culture. Exercises for the DELF exams are also
included. Grammar summaries, transcripts of
the listening texts and a 5 language glossary
are included at the end of the students’ books.

A motivating, four-level French course for the
Secondary School age group (11-15, CEFR A1B1) providing interesting content for teenagers
as well as thorough grammar, vocabulary and
skills work.The combination of printed, digital and online material makes Facile Plus an
extremely flexible course.The clear presentation, the double-page structure, the balance
between writing and speaking, and learning
strategies all make this course a very effective means of learning French.The interactive
Digital Book containing all the material in interactive format gives the teacher the chance
to make learning French more stimulating with
heads-up interactive lessons.

A1
000820 Livre de l’élève A1 + CD MP3 + DVD
£14.95
000825 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités
A1 + DVD-Rom (Tout en un) £25.50
000821 Cahier d’activités A1 + CD MP3		
£9.95
A2.1
000823 Livre de l’élève A2.1 + CD MP3 + DVD
£15.50
000824 Cahier d’activités A2.1 + CD MP3		
£10.50
A2.2
000827 Livre de l’élève A2.2 + CD MP3 + DVD
£15.95
000828 Cahier d’activités A2.2 + CD MP3		
£10.50
B1.1
000834 Livre de l’élève B1.1 + CD MP3 + DVD
£15.50
000835 Cahier d’activités B1.1 + CD MP3		
£10.50

Explore
Gallon, F/Himber, C/Gaudel, A
HACHETTE
Explore is a flexible course with resources
that adapt easily to the number of classroom
teaching hours and the levels of the students,
and can be adjusted for both face-to-face
and distance learning. The themes covered
are close to the interests of teenagers and
illustrated with authentic source materials
and texts. It is a collaborative course which
encourages teenagers to work in groups discussing current themes, illustrated by stimulating documents with fun activities and a final
group task.Individually, students are able to
move forward at their own pace aided by the
illustrated mental maps on the Vocabulary and
Communication pages to facilitate recall of
language learned. Exercises are varied and the
Grammar and Verbs pages are presented with
clear rules in each of the units. Digital versions
of the coursebooks are available. There is also
a parcours digital which offers more than 100
additional interactive, self-correcting exercises.
A1
001550 Livre de l’élève 1 + Parcours digital
£15.95
001558 Livre de l’élève 1 + version numérique
£19.75
001559 Cahier d’activités 1 + version
numérique
£13.95
001551 Cahier d’activités 1 + Parcours digital
£11.75
001563 Guide pédagogique 1 + audio (tests)
téléchargeables
£24.95
001552 Livre de l’élève 2 + Parcours digital
£15.95
001560 Livre de l’eleve 2 + version numérique
£19.75
001561 Cahier d’activités 2 + version
numérique
£13.95
001553 Cahier d’activités 2 + Parcours digital
£11.75
001562 Guide pédagogique 2 + audio (tests)
téléchargeables
£24.95

A1
000102 Livre de l’élève + Livre actif 1 £11.50
000103 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 1 		
£8.50
000104 Guide pèdagogique + 2 CD audio 1
£17.75
000105 Livre actif de l’enseignant (CD-ROM) 1
£47.95+
A1.2
000106 Livre de l’élève + Livre actif 2 £11.50
000107 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 2 		
£8.50
000108 Guide pédagogique + 2 CD audio 2
£17.50
000109 Livre actif de l’enseignant (CD-ROM) 2
£47.95+
A2
000110 Livre de l’élève + Livre actif 3 £11.50
000111 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 3 		
£8.50
000112 Guide pédagogique + 2 CD audio 3
£17.75
000113 Livre actif de l’enseignant (CD-ROM) 3
£27.50+
B1
000114 Livre de l’éléve + Livre actif 4 £10.95
000115 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 4 		
£8.50
000116 Guide pédagogique + 2 CD audio 4
£17.50
000117 Livre actif de l’enseignant (CD-ROM) 4
£47.95+

A2
001565 Livre de l’élève 3 + audio
téléchargeable
£15.50
001567 Livre de l’élève 3 + version numérique
£18.75
001566 Cahier d’activités 3 + audio
téléchargeable
£10.95
001568 Cahier d’activités 3 + version
numérique
£13.50

www.eurobooks.co.uk
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Merci !
Payet, A/Rubio, I/Ruiz, E
CLE

Imagine
DIDIER FLE
IMAGINE, a dynamic approach to motivate
teenagers Imagine offers an active, dynamic
and cooperative approach to motivate teenagers. The course has a reassuring progression
with a clear structure to facilitate teaching and
learning. The course is set firmly in a modern cultural environment with likable central
characters to stimulate teenage interest. Entertaining songs and recreational activities are
included to make learning more enjoyable. Linguistic tips, memos and mind maps encourage
memorization and there are investigations and
challenges (final tasks) to prompt curiosity and
evaluate language skills.Students can practise
key skills in various fields (social, civic and
digital) and subjects (history, mathematics) to
expand their knowledge of French with a practical purpose. Preparation for the DELF exams
are included with complementary activities on
the accompanying course website and in the
teacher’s guide. Quizzes, assessments and
tests to evaluate skills are also included.
A1
001582 Livre de l’élève + livre numérique 1 +
didierfle.app
£18.50
001583 Livre de l’élève 1 + DVD-Rom +
didierfle.app
£14.95
001584 Cahier d’activités + cahier numérique
+ didierfle.app
NYP
001585 Cahier d’activités 1 + CDmp3 +
didierfle.app
£10.50

Merci ! is an intercultural, communicative and
task-based beginners course for teenagers.
Each level of the course contains 6 chapters
corresponding to between 50 and 70 class
hours. The course uses situations close to the
students’ everyday lives as a basis for communication combined with interactive speaking
activities, songs for all tastes and civilization
pages centered on the interests of young adolescents. Video clips are included covering
both fictional and factual reports and each
chapter in the books concludes with a project.
Merci ! looks at all Francophone cultures, from
Marseille to Dakar, from Brussels to the West
Indies. Special attention is paid to reading and
grammar and there is an illustrated dictionary
at the end of each student book. There is a
double page of exam preparation for the DELF
junior A1 and A2 exams in each chapter. Transcipts of the listening texts are also included
at the end of each book. For the teacher there
are notes on differentiation to accompany the
course, a photocopiable evaluation file, blank
sample exam papers for the DELF Junior A1
and A2, class posters and a digital version of
the course on USB for use with an interactive
whiteboard.
A1
001850
001852
001851
001853
001858
001863
001678
001860
001866
001867
001859
002192
002194
001947
001946
A2
001854
001856
001855
001857
001864
001865
001868

Livre de l’élève 1 + DVD-Rom £14.95
Livre de l’élève 2 + DVD-Rom £14.95
Cahier d’activités 1
£10.95
Cahier d’activités 2
£10.95
Guide pédagogique 1
£19.75
Guide pédagogique 2
£20.50
Version numérique enseignant 1 		
£43.75+
CD audio collectif 2 (2)
£78.00+
Version numérique 1 sur Clé USB 		
£78.00+
Version numérique 2 sur clé USB 		
£87.00+
CD audio collectif 1 (2)
£75.00+
Version numérique élève - Livre de
l’élève 1
£12.95
Version numérique élève - Cahier
d’activités 1
£9.15
Version numérique élève - Livre de
l’élève 2
£16.50+
Version numérique élève - Cahier
d’activités 2
£11.75+

Livre de l’élève 3 + DVD-Rom £14.75
Livre de l’élève 4 + DVD-Rom £14.75
Cahier d’activités 3
£10.50
Cahier d’activités 4
£10.50
Guide pédagogique 3
£20.75
Guide pédagogique 4
£20.75
Version numérique 3 sur clé USB 		
£81.00+
001861 CD audio collectif 3 (2)
£78.00+
001862 CD audio collectif 4 (2)
£75.00+
001869 Version numérique 4 sur clé USB 		
£78.00+

Nouveau Pixel
Favret, C/Callet, S
CLE
A method of learning French aimed at adolescents. It is available in 4 levels covering
A1-A2 of the CEFR. The series focuses on a
simple and clear approach to learning French
through 6 units. All the situations are based
on topics of interest to teenagers and follow a
clear, and precise progression that takes into
account the different ability levels of student
you encounter in any class. Exercises are
varied and numerous and use a task-based
approach to engage learners and are supplemented by simple and accessible grammar
explanations and tables. French culture is
included and focuses on daily life as experienced by French teenagers.
A1
001840
001847
001848
001849
001845
001841
001830
001837
A2
001842
001843
001834
001838

001846
001844
001836
001839

www.eurobooks.co.uk

Livre de l’élève 1+ DVD-Rom £14.75
Cahier d’activités 1
£10.50
Guide pédagogique 1
£20.75
Version numérique 1 sur clé USB 		
£87.00+
Livre de l’élève 2 + DVD-Rom £14.75
Cahier d’activités 2
£10.75
Guide pédagogique 2
£20.75
Version numérique 2 sur clé USB 		
£87.00+
Livre de l’élève 3 + DVD-Rom £15.50
Cahier d’activités 3
£10.75
Guide pédagogique 3
£21.75
Version numérique 3 sur clé USB 		
£87.00+
Livre de l’élève 4 + DVD-Rom £15.75
Cahier d’activités 4
£10.95
Guide pédagogique 4
£21.75
Version numérique 4 sur clé USB 		
£87.00+
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Ages 15-16

Nouvelle Génération
Cocton, M-N/Dauda, P/Caneschi, M and
others
DIDIER FLE

Sésame
Denisot, H/Capouet, M
HACHETTE
Sésame offers teachers a task-based
approach that is easy to implement, with clear
instructions and varied working methods. It
is a modular course that adapts to your class
using the Activités + sections in the books.
It combines print and digital resources, all
designed for classroom and remote use. The
playful dimension of the course allows each
pupil to progress in confidence. Lessons
present materials close to the world of tweens
with motivating activities and games. There is
a large emphasis on speaking, encouraging
people to speak up, and the boxes dedicated
to discovering language promote memorisation. The page Je decouvre arouses students’
curiosity around various themes. The course
promotes group activities to help pupils learn
together and the class projects rely on the
creativity of each pupil to enrich joint pieces of
work. At the end of each unit, a team escape
game draws the class into the world of a personality. Six funny puzzles revise and test the
knowledge of the students.
A1.1
001604 Livre de l’élève 1 + version numérique
£18.75
001600 Livre de l’élève 1
£14.95
001602 Cahier d’activités 1 + version
numérique
£13.95
001601 Cahier d’activités 1
£11.50
A1
001626 Livre de l’élève 2 + version numérique
£18.75
001603 Livre de l’élève 2
£14.95
001657 Cahier d’activités 2
£12.95
001635 Cahier d’activités 2 + version
numérique
£13.95

Nouvelle Génération is an all-in-one course
in four levels. There is one book for students
for each level combining the student book and
exercise book together with the didierfle.app.
Language learning is divided into 3 sections:
Je découvre; Je fais le point; Je m’exprime. The
focus of the course is to enable students to
interact in realistic situations both spoken and
written. The course material is supported by
grammar and vocabulary sections and each
chapter includes culture pages showing the
French way of life. Exercises for students preparing for the DELF exams are included. Video
clips present the daily lives of French teenagers. The teachers’ guide is available as a free
download and contains tests for each unit and
assessments tests after every second chapter.
The digital version of the course for the teacher contains the student book, workbook, audio
and video files, all in a format that can be used
with an interactive whiteboard.
A1
000801 Livre de l’éléve + cahier d’activités
A1 + didierfle.app
£22.50

Adolescent/Adult

À la une
MAISON DES LANGUES
Ä la une is an exciting 4-level French as a
Foreign Language course for adolescents,
which will enable learners to fully immerse
themselves in the French-speaking world
from the offset.The course itself is centred
around a group of teenagers from different
French-speaking countries. In each unit of the
student’s books, one of the teenage protagonists presents their country, region or city,
thus raising learners’ awareness of the various
cultures and ways of life that exist within the
French-speaking world.Covering CEFR levels
A1, A1-A2, A2-B1 and B1, the manuals in this
collection offer a progressive and inductive
language-learning approach, combining short
sequences of work with clear and detailed explanations to aid understanding.
A1
000893 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 1 £18.75
000957 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 1ÉDITION PREMIUM
£26.75
000895 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 1
£10.50
000927 Guide pédagogique 1
£22.95
A1-A2
000896 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 2 £18.75
000958 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 2 ÉDITIION PREMIUM
£26.75
000897 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 2 		
£10.50
000945 Guide pédagogique 2
£22.95
A2-B1
000901 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 3 £20.50
000962 Livre de l’élève + CD Audio 3 Édition Premium
£27.95
000920 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 3 		
£10.50
000953 Guide pédagogique 3
£22.95
B1
000985 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 4 ÉDITION PREMIUM
£25.95
000956 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 4 £19.75
000963 Cahier d’exercices + CD audio 4
£11.95
000966 Guide pédagogique 4
£23.95

www.eurobooks.co.uk
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À vous !
PUG
À vous ! is a communicative course for older
teenagers and adult learners that aims to acquire all the skills of level A1 of the CEFR.
The student's book with lessons is combined
with a digital application for the learner that
can be used offline on smartphone, tablet and
computer. The app contains listening texts,
videos and nearly 200 additional exercises
plus a customisable dictionary. It is suitable for
both face-to-face and distance learning and
adapts to different teaching situations (differentiated teaching, flipped classroom etc).

L’atelier
DIDIER FLE
L’atelier is a beginner’s course that encourages students to work together as they learn
French. The course is designed for learners to
cooperate to construct meaning from the exercises and to solve specific tasks, to discuss
together and think about how the language
works, step by step and in a spiral progression. In addition to the exercises there are
cultural discoveries to be made and games to
play. Learning strategies are included to aid
progression and pronunciation is practised via
34 phonetics videos in the book. The coursebooks include a code that gives access to a
digital version of the book. The workbooks
follow the same structure and progression as
the coursebooks but also include 8 evaluation
pages and 8 sections to prepare for the DELF
exams. Transcripts of the listening texts and
an answer key are included with the workbooks and the accompanying CD MP3s contain the oral comprehension exercises for the
workbooks. The manuel numérique premium
contains the complete coursebook and workbook in an interactive format, 48 additional
complementary interactive exercises and all
the audio and video files.
A1
001510 Livre de l’élève A1 + DVD-Rom + livre
numérique
£22.75
001511 Cahier d’activités A1 + CD
£12.95
001536 Guide pratique de la classe A1£22.95
A2
001513 Livre de l’élève A2 + DVD-Rom
+ livre numérique
£22.75
001514 Cahier d’activités A2 + CD
£12.95
001537 Guide pratique de classe A2 £22.95
B1
001515 Livre de l’élève B1 + DVD-Rom + livre
numérique
£22.75
001519 Cahier d’activités B1 + CD mp3		
£13.75
001586 Guide pratique de classe B1 £22.95
B2
001546 Livre de l’élève B2 + DVD-Rom +
onprint App
£24.75
001545 Cahier B2 + CD
£13.75
001569 Guide pratique de classe B2 £22.95

In addition, there is a 15-episode web-series
to watch. In short, À vous ! is a ready-to-use
course that makes the teacher's job easier and
reassures the learner; an original, motivating,
easy-to-use method that combines the pleasure of teaching and the pleasure of learning
French.
A1
003034 Livre A1 + appli

£33.50

A2
003035 Livre A2 + appli

£33.50

Bonjour et Bienvenue
DIDIER FLE
Bonjour et Bienvenue ! is a level A1.1 coursebook offering a gentle introduction into the
French language. This is a tailor-made course
adapted to take into account learner’s difficulties according to his native language. The
course covers 40 hours of learning divided
into 8 short lessons with a slow progression
to understand and assimilate the basics of the
French language. A strong phonetics training
is explained in the language of the learner with
videos to help them learn correct pronunciation. Grammar is in the form of a contrastive
grammar between French and the native language of the learner and an illustrated bilingual
glossary. Bonjour et Bienvenue takes an intercultural approach so that students become
familiar with French habits and behaviour.
An audio CD MP3 is included with the book
and contains all the listening texts. Additional
interactive exercises are available online together with access to video support for French
pronunciation. The teachers’ guide is available
to download from the publishers’ website and
contains lesson plans, French translations of
the pages from the book in the native language
and assessment materials.
001399 Livre + CD MP3 Tout en français 		
£14.95
001346 Livre - version pour coréanophones
£14.95
001404 Livre + CD - version pour les
arabophones
£14.95
001409 Livre + CD MP3 - version pour les
anglophones
£14.95
001274 Livre - version pour les sinophones
(Chinois simplifié)
£14.95

Cosmopolite
HACHETTE
Cosmopolite engages students in innovative learning of French language and culture
through real life situations shared by French,
francophone and francophile people around
the world. Using a clear structure - 6 double
page spreads per chapter - the course adapts
to different learning speeds and takes an inductive and in-depth approach to language
learning. Students actively discover a variety
of authentic resources including class projects
and a project looking at the world as a whole.
Each chapter in the course includes a Cultures
lesson drawing on different media to enrich the
topic and provide additional material for the
class project. The workbooks follow the progression of the coursebooks and include transcripts of the audio material and a separate
answer booklet. The teachers’ guides contain
worksheets for each lesson with teaching tips
and techniques, revision and supplementary
exercise sheets, tests and answer keys. The
student’s books give access to the parcours
digital which offers self-correction exercises to
accompany the course material. For levels A1
and A2 the audio material is available to download from the publishers website cosmopolite.
hachette.fr/complements. The interactive
student’s book includes the coursebook, workbook and all the audio and video material. The
interactive teacher’s book also includes 50
activities for use with an interactive whiteboard
and is compatible with PC/MAC, iPad and
Android tablets. Please note the Guide pédagogique for Cosmopolite 5 is only available as
a download from the publishers’ website.
A1
001880 Livre de l’élève 1 + DVD-Rom +
Parcours digital
£22.50
001881 Cahier d’activités 1 + CD-audio 		
£12.95
001980 Livre de l’élève 1 + manuel numérique
£27.95
001981 Cahier d’activités 1 + manuel
numérique
£17.75
001882 Guide pédagogique 1 + audio (tests)
téléchargeable
£24.75
001890 Manuel numérique enseignant A1
(clé USB)
£151.00+
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A2
001982 Livre de l’élève 2 + manuel numérique
£27.95
001884 Livre de l’élève 2 + DVD-Rom +
Parcours digital
£22.50
001886 Cahier d’activités 2 + CD-audio		
£12.95
001984 Cahier d’activités 2 + manuel
numérique
£17.75
001887 Guide pédagogique 2 + audio test
téléchargeable
£24.75
001891 Manuel numérique enseignant 2
(clé USB)
£151.00+
B1
001888 Livre de l’élève B1 + DVD-Rom +
Parcours digital
£23.95
001986 Livre de l’élève 3 + manuel numérique
£29.50
001988 Cahier d’activités 3 + manuel
numérique
£17.95
001889 Cahier d’activités B1 + CD-audio
001895 Guide pédagogique 3 + audio test
téléchargeable
£24.75
001893 Manuel numérique enseignant 3
(clé USB)
£151.00+
B2
001896 Livre de l’élève 4 + DVD-Rom £23.95
001989 Livre de l’élève 4 + manuel numérique
£29.75
001990 Cahier d’activités 4 + manuel
numérique
£17.95
001899 Cahier d’ativités 4 + CD audio £13.75
001898 Guide pédagogique 4 + audio (tests)
téléchargeable
£24.75
001942 Manuel numérique classe 4
(clé USB)
£152.00+
001939 Livre de l’élève 5 + audio/vidéo
téléchargeables
£29.50
001991 Livre de l’élève 5 + manuel numérique
£34.75
001940 Cahier de perfectionnement 5 + audio
MP3
£19.50
001993 Cahier d’activités 5 + manuel
numérique
£23.95
001995 Manuel numérique enseignant 5
(clé USB)
£129.00+

Défi
MAISON DES LANGUES
An innovative and motivating French as
a foreign language course for adolescents
and adults.Placing French-speaking cultures
and interculturality at the core of the learning
process, the books in this collection use interesting, stimulating and topical documents
as a basis for enhancing the four main skills.
The methodology presented throughout leans
firmly towards an action-based approach to
learning via short tasks that conclude with
a final project.Furthermore, Défi is a method
that is 100% adapted to the new digital practices of students and teachers, and is the first
collection to offer a digital textbook that has
been 100% optimised for mobile devices (tablets and Smartphones) and that is completely
interactive (Student’s book and Workbook).
Free online resources to supplement the content provided in the manuals include digital
projects, self-correcting exercises, grammar
and phonetics activities, plus the entire digital
content (audio and video files, educational
guide, etc.).
A1
000732 Livre de l’élève 1 (A1) + fichiers MP3
- ÉDITION PREMIUM
£28.50
000730 Livre de l’élève 1 (A1) + fichiers MP3
à télécharger
£19.95
000733 Cahier d’exercices + MP3
téléchargeable 1 (A1)
£10.75
000742 Guide pédagogique 1 (A1)
£24.75
A2
000741 Livre de l’élève + CD 2 (A2) ÉDITION
PREMIUM
£28.50
000734 Livre de l’élève 2 (A2) + fichiers MP3
à télécharger
£19.95
000740 Cahier d’exercices + MP3
téléchargeable 2 (A2)
£10.75
000736 Guide pédagogique 2 (A2))
£24.75
B1
000745 Livre de l’élève + CD 3 (B1) ÉDITION PREMIUM
000744 Livre de l’élève + CD 3 (B1)
000747 Cahier d’exercices + MP3
téléchargeable 3 (B1)
000746 Guide pédagogique 3 (B1)
B2
000764 Livre de l’élève + CD 4 (B2) ÉDITION PREMIUM
000760 Livre de l’élève + CD 4 (B2)
000761 Cahier d’exercices + MP3
téléchargeable 4 (B2)
000767 Guide pédagogique 4 (B2)
C1
000776 Livre de l’élève + CD 5 (C1)
- ÉDITION PREMIUM
000769 Livre de l’élève + CD 5 (C1)
000777 Cahier d’exercices + MP3
téléchargeable 5 (C1)

£28.50
£20.95
£10.75
£24.75

Edito 2e édition
DIDIER FLE
The latest edition of Edito offers a new layout, new features, and 100% new documents.
The books feature authentic documents to discover everyday French and the French-speaking world. The course is easy to use and
versatile, adaptable to every class situation.
There is a guided approach to grammar and
to understanding how the language works. A
progressive preparation for the DELF/DALF
is also included.Amongst the new features in
the 2022 edition@ Level A1 has only 10 units
(there were 12 in the previous edition) to give
a progressive immersion in the A1 level. There
are two assessment pages to reinforce newly
acquired skills (l’essentiel): in the middle and
at the end of every unit (linguistics + listening
comprehension) A recreational and creative
exploitation of vocabulary lists to optimize
memorization A cooperation activity (atelier-médiation) in every unit to practise mediation skills. Daily life (vie pratique) pages to
boost immersion
A1
002230 Livre de l’élève A1 + livre numérique
+ didierfle.app
£21.95
002231 Livre de l’élève A1 + livre numérique
+ didierfle.app
£25.95
002232 Cahier d’activités A1 + cahier
numérique
NYP
002233 Cahier d’activités A1 + didierfle.app
NYP

£30.50
£20.95
£10.75
£24.95

£30.50
£22.95
£12.50
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Entre Nous

Interactions

MAISON DES LANGUES

Crépieux, G/Massé, O/Rousse, J-P
CLE

Suitable for adults learning French, the Entre Nous series includes all of the necessary
elements (student’s book, cultural dossier,
workbook and 2 audio CDs) all in one volume.
This course is highly interactive, encouraging
students to react to subjects that interest them
and form arguments and discussions with their
classmates. The students’ progress is targeted
towards the completion of final tasks that are
original and engaging. The course presents a
variety of materials, making use of videos in
each unit, oral comprehension, infographics
and photographs. Students are also able to
increase their cultural awareness of the francophone world through the cultural dossier.
This course also provides effective preparation
for the DELF thanks to the advice and explanations regarding the exams, the training exercises and additional online examples of written
compositions.Please click on the individual
titles below to view sample pages.
A1
000700 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités
+ CDs (2) 1
£28.75
000706 Livre de l’élève + CDs (2) 1 (édition
cahier non inclus)
£20.75
000726 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités +
CDs 1 ÉDITION PREMIUM
£39.50
000703 Guide pédagogique 1
£25.50
000712 Complemenatary workbook for
English-speaking students 1 £10.75
A2
000707 Livre de l’élève + CD 2 (édition cahier
non inclus)
£20.75
000708 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités +
CD 2
£28.75
000727 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités
+CD 2 ÉDITION PREMIUM
£39.50
000709 Guide pédagogique 2
£25.50
B1
000713 Livre de l’élève + CD 3 (édition cahier
non inclus)
£20.75
000715 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités +
CD 3
£28.75
000728 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités
+CD 3 ÉDITION PREMIUM
£36.95
000716 Guide pédagogique 3
£27.50
B2
000717 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités
+ CD 4
£28.75
000729 Livre de l’élève + Cahier d’activités
+CD 4 ÉDITION PREMIUM
£36.95
000720 Guide pédagogique 4 (B2)
£27.50

The second edition of the all-in-one book
Interactions. Interactions is a simple course
that concentrates on practising the language.
It takes an innovative approach, based on
research and class observations. The course
allows students to engage quickly and confidently in everyday conversations in French.
In contrast to many other coursebooks that
begin a chapter with a long text and then
address the relevant language points, Interactions starts with the basics for communication
in each lesson and works towards the more
elaborate and involved texts.

Examples are given for every exercise and
the course design encourages students to
speak from and about their own lives and
experiences. It is an all-in-one course with
numerous activities based on typical dialogues
and situations to practise speaking French,
and integrates modern communication methods like the Internet and social media for
reading and writing skills.Dedicated grammar
pages are included and there is an A1 DELF
preparation section in each unit.All the audio
and video material (100 sound files, 6 films and
20 short video clips) used in the coursebook
(the video files can be played with or without
subtitles) plus 36 files with images that can
be printed or projected onto an Interactive
Whiteboard can be found on the Interactions
espace digital.A booklet containing the transcripts of the listening texts and an answer key
is included with the coursebook. The teacher’s
guide can be downloaded from the publisher’s
website.
A1
003320 Livre de l’élève A1.1

£21.50

A1.2
003346 Livre de l’élève A1.2 avec audio en
ligne
£22.95
A2
003339 Livre + DVD-Rom A2

£21.50

Inspire
HACHETTE
A course for adult beginners Inspire places
learners at the heart of the learning process.
The course is smartphone-friendly and uses
a clear and progressive task-based approach
that facilitates the discovery of linguistic and
cultural content in context using a variety of
authentic media sources (audio, video and
written). Illustrated instructions guide learners
and correct pronunciation is demonstrated
on video by native speakers. There are tables
which summarise the linguistic content of each
lesson, with over 400 reinforcement activities
in the book and on the Parcours digital per
level. Techniques pour... pages aim to develop
everyday written and oral communication.
There is one oral and one written task based
on real life communication to apply the content
of the lesson and culture sections explore francophone culture within the lesson context. The
workbooks offer independent activities to revise acquired knowledge: comprehension and
production activities with vocabulary, grammar,
conjugaison, phonetics and culture sections.
Self-evaluation tools are included; 2 assessment pages and an end-of-unit portfolio, as
well as a mock DELF exam in the appendices.
The teacher’s guides contain teaching tips,
additional activities and practical advice for
leading the classroom, scored proficiency and
unit tests plus answer keys and transcripts.
A1
004335 Livre de l’élève 1 + audio/video +
Parcours digital
£20.50
004342 Livre de l’élève A1 + version
numérique élève
£25.75
004337 Cahier d’activités 1 + audio MP3		
£12.50
004344 Cahier d’activités A1 + version
numérique
£16.95
004349 Guide pédagogique 1 + audio (tests)
téléchargeable
£29.95
A2
004338 Livre de l’élève 2 - audio/video +
Parcours digital
£20.50
004345 Livre de l’élève 2 + version numérique
£25.75
004339 Cahier d’activités 2 + audio MP3		
£12.50
004346 Cahier d’activités A2 + version
numérique
£16.95
B1
004353 Livre de l’élève 3 + audio/video +
Parcours digitaL
£21.95
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#LaClasse

Premium

CLE

CLE

The hashtag is a sign of communication of
our time. #LaClasse (pronounced hashtag-laclasse) gives students an active social dimension designed to motivate today’s teens.Aimed
at teenagers from the age of 16., #LaClasse is
a three-level course that covers levels A1-B1
of the CEFR.Task-based and communicative
#LaClasse allows young learners to become
more independent when interacting in French
in social contexts.It is organized into self-contained, double-page lessons grouped into
task-based units organised around a project.
Video clips are integrated into the lessons
and there are evaluation pages throughout the
course to keep track students progress. Digital
versions of the material for classroom and independent use are also available.

Premium is a practical course for adult
beginners to communicate and speak well in
real-life situations. With combined coursebook
and workbook, each lesson is followed by a
double-page of exercises. There is in-depth
coverage of grammar, conjugation, verbs and
phonetics. The accompanying espace digital
offers 150 speaking activities with sitcom
video clips, interactive self-correcting exercises, all the audio and video content and
preparation materials for the DELF exams. The
teacher’s book contains lesson tips, an answer
key and cultural information. Interactive digital
versions of the student’s books and teacher’s
books are also available.

A1
006519 Livre de l’eleve A1 + DVD-Rom 		
£21.95
006369 Cahier d’activités A1
£12.75
006975 Guide pédagogique A1
£21.50
007831 CD audio collectif A1
£58.00+
A2
006351 Livre de l’élève A2 + DVD-ROM		
£21.95
006355 Cahier d’activités A2
£12.95
006362 Livre du professeur A2
£23.50
006360 CD audio pour la classe A2 (3) 		
£57.00+
006366 Manuel numérique enseignant A2
£42.50
006367 Manuel numérique élève A2 £20.95
B1
006352
006365
006361
006364

Livre de l’élève B1
Cahier d’activités B1
Livre du professeur B1
CD audio collectif B1 (3)

£21.95
£12.95
£23.50
£57.00+

Odyssée
CLE
Odyssée is a course for adult beginners with
a focus on daily life in France and the needs of
learners, to encourage them to communicate
in French. Particular attention is paid to social,
professional interactions and leisure activities.
Motivating tasks and projects help students
to adapt to Francophone culture in daily situations and interactions. The large number
of practical activities take advantage of the
possibilities offered by new technologies. The
course uses a wide bank of resources and
variety of documents: articles, websites, blogs,
applications, infographics, videos, TV shows,
extracts from films or series, documentaries,
posters, tables ... and there is a good balance
between skills and grammar, vocabulary,
and phonetics. Transcripts for the listening
exercises and a glossary are included in the
coursebook. An answer key is included in the
workbook. Digital versions of the coursbooks
are also available, in student and teacher
editions. The audio texts and video clips are
available on the publishers’ platform: odyssee.
cle-international.com

A1
002200 Livre de l’élève + cahier d’activités
A1 + audio en ligne
£18.95
002202 Guide pédagogique A1
£22.95
002203 Livre de l’élève A1 version numérique
£17.95
002205 Guide pédagogique A1 version
numérique
£21.95
A2
002207 Livre de l’élève + cahier d’activités
A2 + audio en ligne
£19.75
002208 Guide pédagogique A2
£22.95
002209 Livre de l’élève A2 version numérique
£18.75
002210 Guide pédagogique A2 version
numérique
£23.95

A1
001570 Livre de l’élève A1 + Audio en ligne
£19.50
001571 Cahier d’activités A1 + Audio en ligne
£11.50
001572 Guide pédagogique A1
£21.95
001578 Version numérique élève A1 - Livre
de l’élève
£16.95
001579 Version numérique élève A1 - Cahier
d’activités
£9.15
001576 Version numérique enseignant A1
£54.00
A2
001573 Livre de l’élève A2 + Audio en ligne
£19.50
001574 Cahier d’activités A2 + Audio en ligne
£11.50
001575 Guide pédagogique A2
£21.95
001580 Version numérique élève A2 - Cahier
d’activités
£9.15
001581 Version numérique élève A2 - Livre de
l’élève
£15.75
001577 Version numérique ensiegnant A2
£57.00
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Tendances
Girardet, J/Pécheur, J/Gibbe, C and others
CLE

Saison
DIDIER FLE
Saison covers levels A1 to B2 according to
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. The series encourages
dynamic progression whilst developing vocabulary acquisition, phonetics and grammatical
understanding. The course provides a simple and structured approach to learning the
French language. It encourages students to
pick out key information, understand it, retain
it and then reuse it in spoken or written form.
Each chapter includes a variety of exercises
and a cultural element to help students become more aware of the richness of French
culture. Student evaluations and tests are all
provided in the same format as the DELF examinations to enable to students to become
familiar with the format. The audio CD provides
all of the oral comprehension exercises and
the DVD enables students to be able to watch
authentic videos.
A1
005523 Livre de l’élève (A1+) + DVD-Rom
£22.75
005524 Cahier d’activités (A1+) + CD £13.50
A2
005731 Livre de l’élève (A2+) + DVD-ROM		
£22.75
005743 Cahier d’activités (A2+) + CD £13.50
B1
005730 Livre de l’élève B1 + DVD-ROM		
£23.95
005734 Cahier d’exercices B1 + CD £13.75
B2
005736 Livre de l’éleve B2 + DVD-Rom		
£22.75
005740 Cahier d’exercices B2 + CD £13.75

Tendances is a practical, task-based course
for students which aims to provide all the
language needed for everyday situations in
France from the start with chapter 1 Arriver
dans un pays francophone which prepares students for giving information about themselves,
and asking for information. Video clips in the
form of a sitcom are part of every lesson and
introduce typical situations in a humourous
way alongside written texts based on topical
articles drawn from newspapers and magazines. These elements combine to give an
insight into the behaviour, interests, and views
of French people and society, covering a wide
range of social and cultural issues. Grammar
and vocabulary are introduced gradually with
students working out rules for themselves
step by step. The use of everyday scenarios
throughout makes it easy to recap topics and
grammar points eg. the topic of food is revised
in the chapters going out for an evening, and
inviting friends to your home. At the end of
each chapter is an individual or group project
that gives students the opportunity to put their
language knowledge to use in a practical way
eg. creating a Facebook page for the class,
showing photos of their town or region, writing
a travel itinerary, and an evaluation page.
Tendances encourages students to take charge
of their learning and solve problems themselves but works at a realistic pace with numerous revision exercises to embed language
structures. Unlike some textbooks Tendances
practises all the key skills on a double page
with two or three practical exercises to teach
the topic. Grammar and verbs appear in the
form of post-it notes next to the exercises they
are relevant to for easy reference.
A1
002580 Livre de l’élève A1 + DVD-Rom		
£21.95
002601 Pack livre de l’élève A1 + Version
numérique
£28.50
002581 Cahier d’activités A1
£13.75
002582 Livre du professeur A1
£22.95
002607 Livre de l’élève A1 version numérique
£16.50
002608 Cahier d’activités A1 version
numérique
£13.75
002609 Livre du professeur A1 version
numérique
£58.00
A2
002602 Pack livre de l’élève A2 + Version
numérique
£28.75
002583 Livre de l’élève A2 + DVD-Rom		
£22.50
002584 Cahier d’activités A2
£13.95
002585 Livre du professeur A2
£22.95
002610 Livre de l’élève A2 version numérique
£22.75
002611 Cahier d’activités A2 version
numérique
£13.95
002612 Livre du professeur A2 version
numérique
£59.00

B1
002604 Livre de l’élève B1 + Version
numérique
£29.95
002590 Livre de l’élève B1 + DVD-Rom		
£23.50
002591 Cahier d’activités B1
£15.75
002592 Guide pédagogique B1
£22.95
002593 Version numérique B1 sur clé USB
£70.00+
002613 Livre de l’élève B1 version numérique
£23.75
002614 Cahier d’activités B1 version
numérique
£13.95
002615 Livre du professeur B1 version
numérique
£60.00
B2
002605 Pack livre de l’élève B2 + Version
numérique
£29.95
002594 Livre de l’élève B2 + DVD-ROM		
£24.95
002595 Cahier d’exercices B2
£14.75
002596 Livre du professeur B2
£21.95
002616 Livre de l’élève B2 version numérique
£23.95
002617 Cahier d’activités B2 version
numérique
£14.50
002618 Livre du professeur B2 version
numérique
£72.00
002606 Pack livre de l’élève C1/C2 + version
numérique
£30.95
002589 Livre de l’élève C1/C2 + DVD-Rom
£24.50
002598 Cahier d’activités C1/C2
£14.75
002600 Guide pédagogique C1/C2 +
évaluations
£24.50
002620 Livre de l’élève C1 version numérique
£24.95
002622 Cahier d’activités C1 version
numérique
£14.75
002624 Livre du professeur C1 version
numérique
£62.00

Texto
Le Bougnec, J-T/Lopes, M-J
HACHETTE
Texto is a beginner level course, clearly set
out which encourages active participation from
the learner using scenarios from daily life to
help students quickly learn to communicate in
French. Easy to use, each lesson consists of
one double page spread based on numerous
initial documents - written and oral texts and
illustrations - for students to practice new
vocabulary, comprehension and to produce
their own sentences. Sections entitled Faits
et gestes (in levels 1 and 2) allow students
to study non-verbal communication and
cultural attitudes. Culture pages containing
authentic texts introduce aspects of French or
Francophone society in conjunction with the
documents. The DVD-Roms included with the
students’ books offer a huge range of multimedia resources - audio and video files plus
an auto correct function. The teachers’ guides
contain a copy of the coursebook and workbook, complete teacher's guide, all the audio
files from the students’ books and tests from
the teachers’ guide, interactive activities for
use with an interactive whiteboard.
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Affaires etrangères

A1
001102 Livre de l’élève A1 + DVD-Rom +
manuel numérique élève
£21.75
001467 Cahier d’activités A1 + manuel
numérique élève
£18.95
001103 Cahier d’activités A1 + CD
£13.50
001107 CD audio classe A1 (3)
£34.95+
001112 Manuel numérique enseignant A1 (clé
USB)
£129.00+
A2
001113 Livre de l’élève A2 + DVD-Rom +
manuel numérique élève
£21.75
001108 Cahier d’activités 2 + manuel
numérique
£17.95
001114 Cahier d’activités A2 + CDs(2) £13.50
001119 CD audio classe A2 (4)
£94.00+
001120 Manuel numérique ensiegnant A2 (clé
USB)
£129.00+
B1
001125 Livre de l’élève B1 + DVD-Rom +
manuel numérique
£22.75
001109 Cahier d’activités 2 + manuel
numérique
£18.95
001126 Cahier d’activités B1 + CD Audio		
£13.95
001118 Manuel numérique enseignant B1 (clé
USB)
£128.00+

Vite et Bien 2e édition
CLE
An intensive course, for both for beginners
and returning learners. This new edition has
been updated with more activities and new
topics. Vite et Bien teaches everyday communication across a variety of day-to-day leisure
and workplace situations, with practical targeted objectives such as planned holidays or
business trips. As well as language skills, the
course provides useful information about life
in France and key cultural differences (a double-page spread for communication,
vocabulary and culture) and a revision page
for each skill. By the end of Book 1 the learner
will have acquired or revised enough grammar
and vocabulary to feel at ease both speaking
and writing French. The course offers enough
material for 120 - 140 hours per level and is
suitable for classroom and independent study.
An audio CD and answer key are included.
A1
008836 Livre + CD audio + corrigés 1 A1-A2
£26.50
008848 Livre de l’éleve A1/A2 version
numérique
£25.95
008849 Guide pédagogique A1/A2 version
numérique
£25.95
B1
008837 Livre + CD audio + corrigés 1 B1 		
£26.95
008850 Livre de l’élève B1 version numérique
£26.75
008851 Guide pédagogique B1 version
numérique
£26.75

CLE

Vocational courses
Adolescent/Adult

Affaires.com

Affaires etrangères is a coursebook for business French for the field of international relations. At level B1/B2 of the CEFR it is aimed at
learners who have already acquired a good A2
level of French. It is aimed specifically at international relations students and professionals
(diplomats, international civil servants, journalists ...) wishing to interact in French with international organizations, European institutions,
embassies, ministries, ‘NGO ...It also prepares
students for the Diplôme de la Chambre de
Commerce de Paris Ile-de-France de français
professionnel des Relations internationales.
000180 Livre de l’élève
£24.95
000181 Livre de l’élève version numérique
£17.95

CLE
Affaires.com is a French business course
offering approximately 100 hours of study
covering levels B2 and C1 of the CEFR. The
course covers all the linguistic and cultural
points needed to communicate effectively in
a professional context and in work-related
situations.The students book contains a DVDRom containing 6 interviews which form the
basis of some of the exercises in the students
book plus all the audio material from the workbook. The workbook prepares students for the
Diplôme de francçais professionnel (DFP) de la
Chambre de commerce et d’industrie de Paris
(CCIP) and the DELF Pro exams together with
the transcripts and answer key for the DFP/DELF
Pro exercises and a self-evaluation test.
B2
000261
000281
000262
000260

Livre de l’élève (3e édition)
£24.95
Cahier d’activités (3e édition) £13.75
Guide pédagogique
£24.95
Manuel numérique - livre de l’élève
£17.50

Bon voyage !
Dussac, E
CLE
Bon voyage ! is an all-in-one course that
teaches the language needed when working
in tourism in France. The coursebook is richly
illustrated, with a wealth of texts and documents and contains a DVD with all the audio
material for the course in MP3 format and
Michelein Voyage video clips. The course consists of 8 communicative and task-based units,
is designed to cover 60-80 classroom hours
and prepares students for the DFP Toursime
Hôtellerie Restauration A2 (Diplôme de français
professionnel en tourisme de la Chambre de
commerce et d’industrie de
égion Paris Ile-de-France).
000171
000173
000172
000174
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Livre + DVD
Guide pédagogique
Version numérique élève
Version numérique manuel
enseignant

£22.95
£23.95
£18.95
£38.50
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Édito Pro
Holle, A/Diogo, A/Maussire, M and others
DIDIER FLE

Les Combines du
Téléphone
PUG
Suitable for professionals who wish to brush
up their oral skills or for students embarking
on careers in the business or secretarial world,
this manual provides excellent practice in
communicating in French on the telephone,
so often a key activity for people using foreign
languages at work. It aims to help overcome
the difficulties of comprehension and expression which are inherent in telephone communication and to give the student sufficient
confidence to carry on a telephone conversation. The material is divided into 10 chapters:
Les premiers mots, Les situations simples, Noter
des numéros et des noms, Prendre un message,
Le répondeur téléphonique, Improviser les reponses, Dialogues en situations, Le téléphone
portable, Situations variés à jouer en groupe,
and Informations pratiques.The exercises and
activities are progressive in difficulty. Transcripts of the dialogues on the audio-CD are
included in the book.
A2
002368 Livre de l’élève + CD audio

£22.95

En cuisine !
Cholvy, J
CLE
En cuisine ! is a coursebook for beginners
working or looking for employment in the
French-speaking catering industry. The book
uses a task-based approach to establish the
link between language-learning and professional practices in the industry and the texts
are based on common situations found in catering. The book includes a CD-MP3 containing listening texts from the book.
000312 Livre avec CD-MP3
£24.75
000326 Guide pédagogique
£20.95
000306 Livre de l’élève - version numérique
£23.50
000373 Version numérique enseignant 		
£44.95

Édito Pro B1 prepares learners as well as
possible for the realities of the professional
world today allowing them to develop skills in
French. It is an ideal resource for those looking to stand out in the job market, obtain an
internship, promote professional development
or international mobility.Interact in French in
the professional world thanks to five thematic
modules: Boost your career, Increase brand
awareness, Daily work, Sell your products
and services, Participate in a project. Using
Édito Pro learners will: - discover professional
French in a wide variety of occupations and
industries.- Master socio-professional communication thanks to discursive, cultural and
intercultural frameworks- Find out about current events in the professional world with the
Trends - World of work page- Carry out case
studies- develop negotiation skills- Prepare
for the Diplôme de français des affaires B1 de la
Chambre de commerce et d’industrie de Paris
Ile de France. In addition, there are free downloadable resources including CV templates.
The Onprint App is available for Edito Pro.
Scan a page in the book and you will have
direct access to the audio files and answer
key.
B1
004949 Participez à un projet - Livre + cahier
+ Appli onprint
£15.75
004881 Edito pro B1 Livre + DVD-Rom + livre
numérique + Appli onprint
£28.95
004914 Vendre ses produits et services Livre + cahier + Appli onprint £15.75
004897 Booster sa carrière - Livre + cahier +
Appli onprint
£15.75
004882 Cahier d’activités + CD mp3 £13.75

En cuisine et en salle
CLE
En cuisine et en salle is a coursebook for
students working or looking for employment
in the French-speaking catering industry who
have reached level A2 of the CEFR for languages. The book uses a task-based approach
to establish the link between language-learning and professional practices in the industry
and the texts are based on common situations
found in catering. The book includes a DVDRom with video clips which supplements the
culture and civilisation pages. An illustrated
glossary focuses on vocabulary specific to the
catering industry and information on professional exams is also included.
000328 Livre + DVD-Rom
000329 Guide pédagogique

£24.95
£20.95

Français.com
CLE
Français.com tackles all the linguistic and
cultural issues that arise in everyday situations
in the workplace. This course is highly practical as it is based on a series of varied, stimulating and realistic tasks, concentrating above
all on meaning and communication, which
require the student to take an active approach
to their learning so as to build up their confidence levels. The student’s book comprises
7 units of 5 lessons; each lesson is well-balanced with attention paid to introducing
students to lexical fields associated with the
world of work and developing linguistic skills,
alongside systematic work on grammar to
improve written and oral accuracy. The course
requires approximately 100 hours of study and
prepares students for the DELF, 1st degree.
The DVD-Roms contain all the audio material
for the coursebook plus 80 interactive exercises for use on interactive Whiteboard and
up-to-date facts and figures. The workbooks
contains exercises specifically for the Diplôme
de français professionnel de la Charmbre de
commerce et d’intdustrie de Paris and the DELF
Pro examinations.
A1/A2
000250 Livre de l’élève débutant (A1-A2)
+ DVD
£21.95
000258 Cahier d’exercices débutant (A1-A2)
£11.95
000252 Guide pédagogique (A1-A2) £25.50
000259 Livre de l’élève débutant A1/A2
version numérique
£15.50
000263 Cahier d’activités débutant A1/A2
version numérique
£8.50
B1
000340
000372
000371
000291

Livre de l’élève & DVD-Rom £24.95
Cahier d’activités
£13.75
Guide pédagogique B1
£24.95
Livre de l’élève débutant B1 version
numérique
£25.50
000257 Cahier d’activités intermédiaire B1
version numérique
£10.75
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Objectif Diplomatie

Quartier d’affaires

HACHETTE

Demaret, M/Maccotta, P/Rosillo, M
CLE

Objectif Diplomatie is an intensive course for
adults who are beginners or false beginners.
It enables French to be learnt in the context of
European and international relations and thus
is of use to diplomats, international civil servants etc. The course offers a fast and practical
method of learning French, which is based
on the completion of assignments specific to
the needs of the target audience. The course
covers levels A1-B2 of the CEFR in 120-150
hours. The first book covers level A1 and A2
and offers an insight to level B1. The course
has been adopted by the Council of Europe for
its staff and prepares learners for the DFP-RI
(Diplôme de frangais professionnel - Relations
internationales). Teacher’s guides are available
to download from the publishers website hachettefle.fr
A1-A2
009195 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 1 +
Parcours digital
£30.95
009196 Livre de l’élève + Version numérique 1
£32.50
B1-B2
009193 Livre de l’élève + CD audio 2 £29.75

Objectif Express Nouvelle édition
Dubois, A-L/Tauzin, B
HACHETTE
With a more contemporary layout, this new
edition of Objectif Express uses efficient and
pragmatic task-based learning methods to
enable the student to achieve rapid autonomy in French. The course is designed to
ensure that the student not only learns and
remembers French vocabulary and gramar in
specific contexts, but is also introduced to a
broader understanding of the language. The
updated content keeps pace with developments in the French-speaking business world
and its action-oriented approach is based on
performing simple, concrete tasks centred
around the French-speaking working world.
Each unit contains repères culturels pages
to acquire socio-cultural knowledge and
develop intercultural awareness and repères
professionnels to help students gain insight
into business documents and the codes of
the French and French-speaking business
culture. A comprehensive evaluation system in
the student’s book helps prepare for the CCIP
exams and preparation pages for the DELF
Pro are included in the workbook. Conjugation
tables, lists of common acronyms, a map of
France, transcripts of the listening texts and
self-evaluation answer keys are all included in
the appendices. The CD-Rom that comes with
the student’s book contains videos, portfolio
sheets, an interactive multilingual glossary,
plus the audio texts from the book for total
learner autonomy.

A1 /A2
007838 Livre de l’élève 1 + version numérique
(A1-A2)
£27.95
007740 Livre de l’élève 1 + DVD-Rom (A1/A2)
£22.95
007839 Cahier d’activités 1 + manuel
numérique (A1-A2)
£17.95
007742 Cahier d’activités 1 (A1/A2) +
Parcours digital
£13.75
007745 Guide pédagogique 1 (A1/A2) £24.75
007748 CD-audio pour la classe 1 (3) (A1/A2)
£86.00+
B1/B2
007842 Livre de l’élève 2 + manuel numérique
(B1-B2.1)
£32.75
007757 Livre de l’élève 2 + DVD-Rom (B1/
B2.1)
£26.95
007843 Cahier d’exercices B1-B2.1 + manuel
numérique
£17.95
007761 Cahier d’activités 2 (B1/B2) +
Parcours digital
£13.75
007765 Guide pédagogique 2 (B1/B2.1) 		
£24.75
007762 CD audio classe 2 (3) (B1/B2) £92.00+

Parlons mode
CLE
Parlons mode is specifically intended for
those working in the fashion profession or
with a strong interest in the fashion industry
who already have a basic level of French (A1
according to the CEFR). Parlons mode can be
used in a variety of contexts, for example:during French classes with specific objectives
(FOS), when fashion is the main option.-in
fashion schools or colleges-in cases where
the students learning French wish to enter the
world of fashion-in cases where professionals
are looking for jobs in the fashion industry in a
francophone environment. The course is communicative, clear, well-structured and richly
illustrated. It consists of 8 units, which cover
80-100 lesson hours. Parlons mode covers levels A2-B1 according to the CEFR and equips
students with the knowledge to continue onto
B2 level studies afterwards. Parlons mode
also provides training for the DFP Mode A2
(Diplôme de français professionel mode de la
Chambre de commerce et d’industrie de Paris
Ile-de-France).
A2
003535 Livre + CD MP3
003536 Guide pédagogique

Quartier d’affaires is a course for students
with some knowledge of French who want to
improve their language skills to use in their
professional lives or who are looking for a job
in a Francophone environment. Communicative, task-based, clear and well-structured, the
course looks at aspects of Francophone culture in a global and non-stereotypical way.
The students’ book includes a DVD-Rom
containing the audio and video clips from the
coursebook. The video material consists of 6
films depicting typical scenes from professional life in authentic contexts.
A1
000347 Livre de l’élève A1 avec DVD-ROM
£22.50
000353 Cahier d’exercices A1
£12.75
000358 Guide pédagogique A1
£23.95
000384 Guide pédagogique A1 version
numérique
£59.00
000374 Livre de l’élève A1 version numérique
£22.95
000379 Cahier d’activités A1 version
numérique
£12.50
A2
000330 Livre de l’élève avec DVD-Rom A2
£25.95
000331 Cahier d’exercices A2
£13.50
000332 Livre du professeur A2
£24.75
000335 Version numérique sur clé USB A2
£87.00+
B1
000338 Livre de l’élève avec DVD-Rom B1
£27.95
000343 Cahier d’exercices B1
£13.50
000345 Guide pédagogique B1
£24.75
000346 Version numérique sur clé USB B1
£87.00+

£25.75
£20.95
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Le DELF scolaire et
junior - 100% réussite
Collectif
DIDIER FLE

Le français des
infirmiers
Talavera-Goy, S
PUG
This book is intended for non-Frenchspeaking students and professionals who are
required to complete an internship or wish to
practice in France. Through numerous videos
taken at the hospital showing care of several
patients, they will discover the daily work of
the nursing profession and learn the language
required to interact effectively with patients.
It is a highly targeted, professional multimedia
book that allows for rapid learning, as professionals usually have little time to spend on
learning a foreign language. Learning is done
in context with videos shot in real situations
and each chapter covers a professional task
with a communicative task (with the patient,
the medical staff, the family, etc.).
B1/B2
074888 Livre + DVD-ROM avec corrigés		
£28.95

Evaluation, tests
Ages 11-14

ABC DELF Junior
CLE
ABC Delf Junior scolaire is aimed at 11-18
year olds who are preparing for the DELF and
the series covers all the levels of the diploma,
from A1 to B2. The series adapts the topics
and themes to suit the interests of young people.
A1
009410 Livre de l’élève A1 + DVD + Livre-web
- Épreuves 2020
£13.95
A2
009411 Livre de l’élève A2 + DVD + Livre-web
- Épreuves 2020
£13.95
B1
009409 Livre de l’élève B1 + DVD + Livre-web
- Épreuves 2020
£15.50
B2
009415 Livre de l’élève B2 + DVD + Livre-web
- Épreuves 2020
£14.95

Le DELF 100% réussite is a 4 step preparation
course for the DELF/DALF exams: to understand the test, to prepare, to practice, to be
ready for the examination! The books for each
level contain exercises, tips and strategies to
help students progress, and revision sheets
Ready for the exam! which summarise the
content and main points for the exam covering
vocabulary, grammar, speaking, themes and
learning tips. There are 4 sample exam papers
available for each level. An audio-CD MP3 is
included with each book along with transcripts
of the listening texts and an answer key.
A2
001870 Livre A2 + CD MP3

£18.50

B1
001871 - Livre B1 + CD MP3

£18.95

B2
001874 - Livre B2 - CD MP3

£18.95

Préparation à
l’examen du DELF
Scolaire et Junior
HACHETTE
These colourful books with lots of illustrations have been published to help teenagers to
prepare for the DELF scolaire & junior exams.
Centred on the student, these all-in-one exam
preparation books enable adolescents to prepare independently and in-class for the DELF
Scolaire et Junior exams. The books present
the exam and its tests (description and procedure, duration, marking, etc.) The four main
skills (oral and written comprehension and
oral and written production) are systematically
worked on in 200 exercises in 3 phases: Je
découvre, je m’entraîne, je m’évalue. Tips and
advice provide additional support and an answer key and transcripts of the audio texts are
included. The DVD-Rom contains videos of the
exams, audio recordings, mock tests to print,
answers and transcripts. In the appendix, there
are 4 mock exams papers, a thematic glossary
and a summary of speaking skills summary.
A21
001026 Livre A1 + audios téléchargeable nouveau format d’epreuves £18.50
A2
001547 Livre A2 + audios téléchargeable nouveau format d’epreuves £18.50
B1
001548 Livre B1 + audios telechargeable nouveau format d’epreuves £19.50
B2
001549 Livre B2 + audios téléchargeable nouveau format d’epreuves £19.50

Passe-partout DELF.
Junior et scolaire Nouveau format
Walther, A
CIDEB
A series of preparation guides with exercises
and practice tests for secondary school pupils
taking the DELF junior examinations in French
as a Foreign Language. The books provide a
clear and detailed visual introduction for each
language skill to be assessed, indicating the
kinds of exercises and the time needed for
them, the required skills, and how to proceed.
The books offer guided exercises with strategies and hints for being well prepared and
a practice section for reviewing the required
knowledge and proficiency, with numerous reminders about points of grammar, vocabulary,
and communication. At the end of the book
students will find: a grammar section to review
the rules; a glossary to expand vocabulary;
three practice tests. MULTIMEDIA: Each book
comes with recordings of all the documents in
the Oral Comprehension section and videos of
the three kinds of exercises that make up the
oral examination, with suggestions and strategies for how to proceed. Students can listen/
watch these multimedia materials on their
smartphone or tablet using the DeA Link App.
Teachers will have online access to a complete
guide with suggestions for instruction, answer
keys for all the exercises, and transcripts of
the audio documents.
A2
000119 Livre A2

£13.95

B1
000120 Livre B1

£14.95
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Le DELF 100%
réussite

Ages 11-18

Adolescent/Adult

NOUVEAU DELF Actif
scolaire et junior

ABC DELF

Crimi, A-M/Agnello, G
ELI

ABC DELF is designed for adolescents and
adults preparing for the the Diplôme d’étude
de la langue francçaise (DELF) exams in line
with the Common European Framework of
Reference for languages (CEFR). ABC DELF
provides a complete and effective preparation
for the DELF exams.The books are organised
around the four assessments of the DELF:oral comprehension; written comprehension;
oral communication; written communication.
There is a full explanation of the exam papers
followed by 200 exercises (50 for each of the
4 skills). A grammar summary and full vocabulary list are included plus sample exam papers.
The accompanying CD MP3s contain nearly 2
hours of recordings and transcripts of the texts
and answer keys are included with the books.
The latest editions have access to an online
App for further practice in all the four exam
skills.

An updated series of exam practice books
for teenagers preparing for the Junior DELF
exams in French as a foreign language, covering levels A1, A2, B1 and B2 of the Common
European Framework for Languages.The
books are suitable both for in-class use and
independent self-study. Numerous exercises help students memorize communication
functions and to perform the tasks required
for each part of the DELF certification exams
including: Listening comprehension, Reading
comprehension, Writing and Speaking. Examples of the DELF tests are provided.Each
volume comes with access to the Digital Book
too: a digital version of the book complete with
auto-correction, additional files and videos,
making the DELF Actif scolaire and junior series
an even more interactive, complete and customizable tool.The books are easy to follow
thanks to the sectional structure and the clear
design layout. Helpful boxes accompany the
student throughout the exercises, providing
practical advice as well as supplementary
linguistic and cultural information.The audio
tracks and videos can also be accessed from
a smartphone or tablet via the ELI Link App.
Extra online resources, answer keys and
transcripts can be found on the publisher’s
website.
A2
000118 Livre + Livre actif + ELI Link App A2
£12.75
B1
000121 Livre + Livre actif + ELI Link App B1
£16.50

DIDIER FLE

CLE

A1
003850 Livre A1 + CD + Entrainement en
ligne
£17.50
A2
003851 Livre A2 + CD + Entrainement en
ligne - nouvelle format 2020 £16.75
B1
003890 Livre B1 + CD + Entrainement en
ligne - nouvelle format 2020 £17.95
B2
003882 Livre B2 + CD + Entrainement en
ligne - nouvelle format 2020 £22.50
C1
004089 Livre de l’élève + CD + Entrainement
en ligne C1/C2
£27.95

Les clés du DELF Nouvelle édition
MAISON DES LANGUES
The new edition of Les clés du DELF aims to
go further than simply providing training for the
DELF exams: it offers motivational topics and
context-orientated activities, so that students
can learn and revise the necessary vocabulary
and grammar required for the exams. In addition to this, students using these guides will
find useful advice and practical tips on how
to successfully complete each section of the
exam. Further mock tests can be downloaded
for free via the Espace Virtuel on the publisher's website.
B1
008590 Livre de l’élève B1 + MP3
téléchargeable

Le DELF 100% réussite is a 4 step preparation
course for the DELF/DALF exams: to understand the test, to prepare, to practice, to be
ready for the examination! The books for each
level contain exercises, tips and strategies to
help students progress, revision sheets Ready
for the exam! which summarise the content
and main points for the exam covering vocabulary, grammar, speaking, themes and learning
tips. An audio-CD MP3 is included with each
book along with transcripts of the listening
texts and an answer key. 4 sample exam
papers are available for each level - 2 in the
book and 2 interactive papers available to students who register on the publishers website:
http://www.didierfle-nomade.fr.
A2
001996 Livre A2 + Onprint App

£21.75

B1
001998 Livre B1 + Onprint App

£20.75

B2
001819 Livre C1-C2 & CD MP3

£25.95

Préparer le DELF B2
PUG
Understanding and telling facts, expressing
feelings, giving advice, defending a point of
view, arguing, writing a formal letter ... All
these skills must be mastered in order to pass
the DELF B1 and DELF B2 written tests. This
book is designed to achieve this. Candidates
for these exams will find in this book a detailed
presentation of the written tests, their progress
and the evaluation criteria, supplemented by
self-assessments at the beginning and at the
end of the level. Also included are learning
tips, toolkits and step-by-step training to familiarize themselves with the test. This approach
makes this book much more than a DELF training book: a reference for both teachers and
learners who want to work on specific types of
exercises within the DELF and beyond.
B1
001307 Livre B1 + B2
B2
001507 Préparer le DELF B2
C1
001336 Livre C1 + C2

£22.50

B2
008587 Livre de l’élève B2 + MP3 (2021 ed)
£22.50
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Language skills
and practice

Speaking
Adolescent/Adult

Communication
essentielle du français

Listening
Adolescent/Adult

DIDIER FLE

Phonetique
progressive
Charliac, L/Le Bougnec, J-T/Motron, A-C and
others
CLE
A lively and practical study of French phonetics. The beginner level students start with the
study of rhyme and intonation. The intermediate book studies sounds in connection to a
poem or text, whilst the advanced level looks
at prosody, sounds and expressive intonation.
The 56 chapters are clearly laid out in double
page spreads with explanations on the left and
exercises on the right hand page. This edition
includes an MP3 audio CD and 50 new communication exercises.
A1
009036 Livre débutant A1
009030 Corrigés débutant A1

£30.75
£10.95

A2
009023 Livre intermédiaire + CD A2-B2		
£24.75
009035 Corrigés intermédiaire A2-B2 £10.95
B2
009028 Livre avancé + CD MP3 B2/C1		
£24.95
009025 Corrigés avancé B2/C1
£11.75

Communication essentielle du francçais is
designed for students who want to progress in
French and teaches the skills to communicate
comfortably in all situations. Rich, pragmatic
and well-illustrated, it helps improve oral and
written expression. The book includes: - the
essentials of the ways of speaking in the three
registers of language (standard, supported,
colloquial) - 75 model dialogues to illustrate
and memorise key phrases of daily and professional life, - a selection of French-speaking
cultural codes and the most common expressions. The book can be used with the free
Onprint App. Scan pages in the book with your
smartphone or tablet for direct access to audio
and video material plus extra activities.
002925 Livre A1 + Onprint App

£24.50

Communication en
dialogues
CLE
This book enables learners to acquire and
put into practice the elements of communication corresponding to levels A2 and B1 of the
Common European Framework of Reference
by integrating them into dialogues taken from
everyday life.The book contains 24 chapters
dealing with typical situations, administrative,
professional and academic (friendly and professional exchanges, talking about oneself and
others, arguing etc.).Each chapter consists of
five pages:- two pages of dialogues featuring
characters confronted with realistic situations
followed by comprehension activities- a page
and a half of examples of common expressions with lexical and socio-cultural explanations, some of which are linked to grammar
and conjugation.- a page and a half of revision
exercises and progressive activities.The book
also include 5 self-evaluation tests, an accompanying CD containing 48 dialogues, and an
answer key which includes vocabulary lists
and useful phrases plus glossaries in English,
Spanish and Chinese.
A2
004903 Livre intermédiaire + CD (A2-B1) 		
£23.95

Communication
progressive du
français
CLE
This series helps to improve both informal
and formal spoken French and is the perfect
tool for use both with a teacher in the classroom and for indepedent study. Each book,
from the débutant complet level right through
to the perfectionnement is easy to use and
clearly presented using double page spreads.
On each left-hand page you will find several
lively dialogues related to the specific topic
as well as lists of the main expressions, lexical material and cultural references used.
On the right-hand pages you will find various
activities, for example tasks to help with comprehension, activities to recap the vocabulary
covered as well as role plays and creative
activities. An audio CD is included with each
book and answers keys are also available
separately. Digital versions of the books are
available.
A1.1
008092 Livre + CD-audio + livre-web débutant complet A1.1
£22.95
008127 Corrigés débutant complet A1.1		
£10.75
A1
008124 Livre débutant + CD A1
008111 Corrigés débutant A1

£23.95
£10.95

A2-B1
008123 Livre intermédiaire + CD A2-B1 		
£24.95
008103 Corrigés intermédiare A2-B1 £11.50
B2
008091 Livre avancé + CD-audio B2 £26.95
008093 Corrigés - avancé B2
£10.75
C1
008108 Livre de l'élève + CD perfectionnement C1
£24.95
008110 Corrigés perfectionnement C1		
£10.95
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Communication
progressive du
français des affaires

Writing
Adolescent/Adult

CLE
This series is designed for intermediate level
students who wish to learn the necessary skills
to be able to communicate in a professional
environment. This volume consists of 74 lessons in total, 40 dedicated to oral work and
34 to developing written skills. Topic areas
covered in this series include: Telephone conversations, Meetings, HR, Reservations and
Sales.
A2-B1
000359 Livre intermédiaire
000364 Corrigés
000370 CD audio

£25.75
£11.50
£20.50+

Les Outils malins du
FLE
PUG
A collection of over 100 speaking and interactive activities for the classroom. Following
the initial activities are suggestions for students to create similar role plays of their own
and ideas for written tasks and dramatisations
of the situations. Teachers notes and ideas to
expand on the material are included. An accompanying website gives access to 50 improvised monologues and dialogues - by native
speakers - with transcripts.
A2
001029 Jeux de rôles

£14.95

Reading

Littérature progressive
du français
CLE
A revised edition of the innovative series
designed to introduce students to French
literature. Littérature progressive du français
consists of texts from the middle ages to the
present day (with particular emphasis on the
19th and 20th Centuries) and includes oral and
written exercises aimed at improving reading and analysis skills.The book has a clear
structure a literary text is followed by a short
biography of the author, explanatory notes,
and guided
activities.As well as studying the different
styles, genres and content, students get to
learn about French literature in its historical
context. The CD MP3 contains 60 minutes of
listening material; recordings of some of the
texts, poems and plays plus all the communicative exercises.
£28.50
£11.95

B1/B2
003196 Livre intermédiaire (B1/B2) + CD MP3
£27.75
003206 Corrigés intermédiare
£11.95

Des textes, une
histoire
PUG
Des textes, une histoire readers, are designed for adult beginners and offer stories
made up of a series of authentic and varied
short texts from everyday life. Real stories,
filled with suspense, twists and humour. Short
comprehension exercises and production activities are offered at the end of each chapter.
Chat alors!
Une nouvelle vie
L’appartement de trop
La fête des voisins

HACHETTE

A1/A2
003181 Livre débutant (A1-A2) + CD
003200 Corrigés débutant

Adolescent/Adult

A2
002163
003043
002153
002154

Écrits en situation

£12.95
£13.95
£13.95
£11.95

B2/C1
003195 Livre avancé (B2-C1)
003209 Corrigés avancé

£27.95
£12.95

Écrits en situation looks at 23 situations from
everyday life through 70 authentic documents
and 350 practice exercises. The situations
are divided into 6 themed dossiers: Mobilité,
Hérbergement, Loisirs, Service, Emploi, Ecole.
Learning is divided into 3 sections: J’observe,
je lis, je comprends; Je m’entraîne; J’agis.
J’observe, je lis , je comprends is a double-page with an exercises that introduces the
context of the situation. This is followed by
authentic documents and more in-depth comprehension exercises. These include exercises
based in context and wider-reaching exercises. Je m’entraîne consists of exercises on sentence structure to learn vocabulary, grammaire
and conjugation and exercises for students to
discover new vocabulary themselves. J’agis is
designed to take students from understanding
a written document to writing their own French
texts. All the new vocabulary is included at the
end of each dossier together with a summary
of the vocabulary. The written texts and answer key are included in a separate booklet.
A1-B1
004070 Livre & corrigés

£27.50

Orthographe
progressive du
français
CLE
Orthographe progressive du Français offers 49
double-page spreads with 500 exercises for
students to practise and improve their written
French. Each double-page contains a body of
text which highlights the points for study, the
corresponding orthographic rules illustrated
with examples and graded exercises for practice. An audio-CD of dictations and an answer
key are also available and make this an ideal
practice set.
A1
009280 Niveau débutant A1
009261 Corrigés débutant

£23.95
£15.95

A2/B1
009378 Corrigés intermédiaire
009250 Corrigés intermédiaire

£12.95
£13.75

B2/C1
009341 Livre avancé + CD + Livre web 		
£24.75
009253 Corrigés avancé
£12.75
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Vocabulary
Adolescent/Adult

Pratique vocabulaire
CLE

Phonie-graphie du
français

Pratique Vocabulaire is for adult learners and
older teenagers and beginners alike and allows
them to learn and practice French vocabulary.
The books are organised in thematic chapters
which work in a progressive way. Vocabulary
rules are included as a reminder of the essential points. There are 650 exercises in total in
level A1/A2 to practice, revise and test knowledge. Self-evaluation tests and an answer key
are included.

Abry, D/Berger, C
HACHETTE

A1-A2
004836 Pratique vocabulaire A1-A2

Make the link between spoken and written
language and master French spelling with
Phonie-graphie du francçais. This book covers
levels A1 - B2 of the CEFR and and teaches
students how to write correctly the sounds
of the French language. Chapters are divided
into 3 sections: Je découvre; Je crée des liens;
J’écoute, j’écris, je dis... Je découvre introduces a sound through a written and spoken text.
Je crée des liens uses a variety of exercises
to expand the vocabulary by showing all the
words that have the same sound but different
spellings and different verb endings in the
past tense. J’écoute, j’écris, je dis consists of
dictation exercises for students to transcribe
the text and read texts aloud to practice their
pronunciation. Exercises increase in difficulty
through the book and exercises for levels B1
& B2 use extended vocabulary and texts spoken at a faster speed. An audio CD containing
250 audio texts, an answer key and book of
transcripts are included with the book.

B1
004849 Livre B1 + corrigés + Audio en ligne
£16.50

A1-B2
004072 Phonie-graphie du français

£15.95

B2
004883 Livre B2 + corrigés + Audio en ligne
£16.95

En Contexte Pratique Orthographe vocabulaire
Akyüz, A/Gliemann, M-F/Bazelle-Shahmaei, B
Chollet, I/Robert, J-M
CLE

and others
HACHETTE

The book is organised into 4 thematic chapters treated in a progressive manner. The rules
are inlcuded as a reminded of all the essential
points. 650 exercises are divided into 3 sections: use, revise and test. Self-assessment
tests and an answer key are included to check
progress and allow for self-study.

A new collection on 2 levels to practice
French vocabulary in context. The books follow
a simple and progressive structure for training
in vocabulary. Each book contains 300 practice exercises, 20 assessments to evaluate
progress (one at the end of every chapter), an
answer key and transcripts of the audio material. The accompanying audio material (100
files) is available to download in MP3 format
from encontexte.hachettefle.fr

£15.95

B1/B2
004994 Livre B1-B2 + corrigés

£15.95

DIDIER FLE
Vocabulaire essentiel du francçais offers a
structured approach to make vocabulary learning easier: observe, respond and memorise.
There are 27 units containing 350 written and
spoken exercises. The accompanying CD
offers a further 80 exercises along with the
dialogues from the book. Separate sections
are included to put vocabulary into use in a
practical form and a comparative section for
English and Spanish speakers to see how the
languages match and differ. 13 evaluation sections and an answer key are also included.
A1
003676 Livre A1 + CD

£25.95

A2
003650 Livre A2 + CD MP3

£26.95

B1
003651 Livre B1 + CD MP3

£26.95

Vocabulaire en
dialogues

£26.95

A1/A2
004857 Livre A1-A2 + corrigés

Vocabulaire essentiel
du français

A1
004841 Livre

£13.95

A2
004842 Livre

£12.95

CLE
The en dialogues collection offers a lively
and easy introduction to the French language
through activities that are based on varied
andmotivating dialogues. Vocabulaire en dialogues is a book and CD pack that provides
the learner with the chance to hear new words
in an authentic context. The chapters present
a range of up-to-date themes (shopping, the
time, etc.) and follow a clear structure: preparation for the dialogue, the dialogue followed
by an explanation of the vocabulary used, and
finally a range of activities related to the topic.
There is a multilingual glossary available at the
back of the book making this ideal for independent learners.
A1
003603 Livre débutant + CD

£23.50

B1
003605 Livre intermèdiaire + CD

£24.95
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Vocabulaire progressif
du français des
affaires

Mixed skills

CLE
This second edition retains the layout of the
original and includes 50 new exercises. Each
of the 70 lessons is laid out in a double-page
spread, presenting and then practising the
specialist vocabulary needed in the workplace.
The exercises increase in difficulty through
each unit, using a variety of activities (such as
example sentences, dialogues and illustrations
to place in context) designed to develop an
active vocabulary of business French e.g.
vocabulary needed for business telephone
calls, in meetings, speaking to clients, negotiations etc. This edition also includes exercises
designed to help students revising for French
language exams and a self-evaluation test.
B1
004981 Livre + CD audio
004986 Corrigés

£27.95
£10.95

Vocabulaire progressif
du français
CLE
The revised edition of this series of vocabulary books. Keeping the clear format that made
the original series so successful, this new
edition covers new themes and vocabulary
(eg. The French speaking world, the European Union), offers more exercises, includes
a self-evaluation test and contains an audio
CD. Separate answer keys make the materials
suitable for a range of learning situations, from
traditional classroom to open-learning and
self-study. The series now includes an access
code in each book which gives students access to more than 400 additional online, interactive exercises and self-evaluation tests plus
an online version of the book.
A1.1
007700 Livre + CD + Appli-web - niveau
débutant complet
£23.50
007542 Corrigés A1.1 - débutant complet		
£10.50
A1
007336 Livre + CD + Appli-web - niveau
débutant
£22.75
007338 Corrigés A1- débutant
£10.95
A2
007444 Livre + Appli-web - niveau
intermédiaire
£23.75
007445 Corrigés - niveau intermédiaire
		
£10.95
B2
008015 Livre + CD + Appli-web -niveau
avancé
£23.95
008017 Corrigés avancé
£10.95

Adolescent/Adult

Compétences
CLE

All ages

101 Jeux de FLE
Jardim, G/Roux, P-Y
DIDIER FLE
Revise and expand your vocabulary at levels
A1 and A2 of the CEFRL with these collections
of entertaining word puzzles. The books contain a wide variety of types of fun activities:
crosswords, scrambled words, hidden words,
rebuses, riddles, and coded sentences. Each
book includes a glossary for each of the 16
themes for each level and the answers to the
puzzles can be found (upside down) at the bottom of each puzzle page.
A1
000778 101 Jeux de FLE A1

£9.45

A2
000779 101 Jeux de FLE A2

£9.15

Devised as a follow-up to the recommendations of the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages, Compétences
allows students to practise and develop their
language skills either within a classroom environment or at home for self study purposes.
These complementary resources are easy to
use thanks to their clear structure; each book
is divided into five units, dedicated to a topic
area, which are in turn made up of three lessons which set out specific learning objectives
related to an aspect of the topic. Each book
contains a wealth of varying activities and
exercises, which steadily increase in difficulty
and there is a useful self-evaluation page at
the end of each unit to help students continually monitor their progress. Answers to all exercises are provided at the back of the book.
A1
000704 Compréhension orale A1/A2 Livre &
CD
£21.50
000723 Expression écrite A1 Livre
£16.75
000738 Comprehension écrite A1/A2 £16.95
B1
000759 Expression écrite B1 - Livre

£19.50

Paroles en situations
HACHETTE
Suitable for both self-study and classroom
use, Paroles en situations helps students aquire
and understand the language components
needed to communicate in French. The book
contains 250 exercises based on everyday
situations grouped into 6 chapters according
to their characteristics: with or without interaction, face-to-face communication or using
a device such as a phone or speaker. A threestep approach is used to tackle the exercises:
discovery and comprehension; reflection and
acquisition; action or interaction. Included with
the book are a CD containing more than 100
MP3 audio files, transcripts of the oral texts
and an answer key. The book also gives free
access to the digital version of the students
book with integrated audio files.
A1-B2
004078 Paroles en situations - Livre + CD
£26.95

C1
008018 Livre + CD audio - niveau
perfectionnement
£23.95
008019 Corrigés - niveau perfectionnement
£11.50
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L’exercisier

Grammar

PUG

Adolescent/Adult

Bescherelle
HATIER
The Bescherelle Art de conjuguer has been
an essential reference book for hundreds of
thousands of students of French for over 20
years. It now covers all known forms, and lists
and classifies some 12,000 verbs.The English
edition, also offered here, describes the same
range of verbs, but contains explanatory notes
in English and a complete French-English
index. The Bescherelle 2 deals with orthography, the snares and pitfalls of written French,
while the Grammaire pour tous tackles general
problems, traditional and modern terminology, how to recognise and analyse different
constructions, etc. All the books in the series
are designed for individual use by students
and are very clearly laid out and thoroughly
indexed.
004966 Bescherelle - La conjugaison pour
tous
£11.50
004957 Bescherelle - Grammaire pour tous
£11.95
004959 Maîtriser la grammaire francçaise		
£15.75
004969 Bescherelle - L’essentiel
£16.95
004965 Bescherelle poche Conjugaison 		
£5.15

Conjugaison
progressive du
français CLE
Part of the popular progressive series, Conjugaison progressive is a practical guide to conjugating French verbs, suitable for students at
all levels in French. Using the highly effective
double-page spread, familiar to the users of
the other series in the collection, the models
and examples of verb conjugations are set
out on the left-hand page followed by graded
exercises on the right-hand page. In addition,
tables of verb conjugations and indexes,
allowing easy cross-reference, are provided
making this ideal as a reference guide as well
as an educational tool. This second edition
also includes 16 pages of communicative exercises, an audio-CD with 26 listening texts to
accompany the communicative exercises and
more than 50 new practice exercises.
A1/A2.1
004911 Livre débutant + CD
004942 Corrigés débutant

£24.95
£11.95

A2/B1
004948 Livre intermédiaire - Livre + CD +
Application
£25.50
004917 Corrigés
£11.50

En Contexte
Grammaire
Gliemann, M-F/Akyüz, A/Orne-Gliemann, M-F
and others
HACHETTE
This series covers levels A1 - B2 of the CEFR
in four volumes and as the title suggests
teaches grammar en contexte using typical situations from everyday life. Levels A1 & A2 look
at everyday situations; levels B1 & B2 expand
to include topics from the world of work and
politics. Each section begins with an explanation of what the grammar point in question is
used for with a presentation of the grammar
rules, with examples. This is followed by a
range of practice exercises. A revision section
rounds of the chapter. Each book contains
300 exercises, transcripts and an answer key.
(Where there are two possible answers, both
are included.) The accompanying audio material is available to download in MP3 format from
encontexte.hachettefle.fr
A1
004808 Exercices de grammaire A1

£12.95

A2
004804 Exercices de grammaire A2

£12.95

B1
004809 Exercices de grammaire B1

£12.95

B2
004827 Exercices de grammaire B2

£12.95

The newly redesigned edition of this
best-selling grammar book consists of 24
chapters containing 600 varied exercises to
cover all the grammar points of levels B1 and
B2 of the CEFR comprehensively. For each
grammar point, L’essentiel sur... and Boîtes a
outils sections give learners clear and concise information to help them understand and
memorize the structures of the French language. Lexical and civilisation enrichment is
included throughout the book, allowing further
develpoment of linguistic skills. There are a
range of communicative activities based on a
variety of sources including newspaper articles, advertisements, photographs, drawings,
statistics, etc. The index allows students to
quickly identify, the level of difficulty of the
exercises for each grammar point. An answer
key is available separately.
B1
007494 Livre de l'élève
£27.50
007978 Livre + version numérique interactive
£28.95

Exercices de...
Grammaire et
conjugaison
Fafa, C/Loiseau, Y
DIDIER FLE
Exercices de... grammaire et conjugaison
is an easy-to-use series of books for adult
beginners. The books have 2 distinct parts for
grammar and conjugation. Rules are explained
simply with numerous examples and tests are
included to evaluate progress. In addition to
the exercises in the books, interactive exercises are available using the onprint App. The free
App is compatible with Smartphones and tablets so students can practise anywhere at anytime. All the audio material in the lessons and
is available online via the free Onprint App or
to download from the Didierflre.com website.
An answer key is included making the books
suitable for class or self-study use.
A1
004845 Livre A1

£12.50

A2
004846 Livre A2

£12.50
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Grammaire essentielle
du français
DIDIER FLE

Grammaire du français
HACHETTE
This grammar book contains more than 600
exercises grouped into 82 units and 14 themed
chapters. The book uses a clear and systematic structure with simple explanations of
grammar rules with numerous examples to aid
comprehension given opposite the exercises
for each unit. New vocabulary is introduced in
line with students’ progression and there is an
assessment at the end of each chapter to evaluate progress. Appendices giving information
on prounciation, spelling and vocabulary are
included along with a glossary and an answer
key. The audio-CD contains more than 200
MP3 audio recordings. 250 additional exercises are available in the digital version of the
book to which students have free access.
A1-B1
004076 Grammaire du français - Livre + CD
£26.95

Grammaire en
dialogues
CLE
A series of books to tackle grammar through
the use of everyday dialogues. Each chapter
focuses on one specific grammar point spread
out onto three pages. The first page introduces
one or two contemporary dialogues; the second page consists of explanations of various
grammar points together with suggestions of
how best to remember specific rules and the
third page consists of practical exercises to
practice what has already been learnt. Corrections to the exercises are included at the end
of each book.If you would like to see inside
these books, please click on the relevant level.
A1
004935 Livre débutant + CD (A1/A2)
A1.1
004918 Livre grand débutant + CD

£23.95
£23.75

B1
004947 Livre intermédiaire + CD (B1) £25.50
B2
004984 Livre avancé & CD-audio (B2/C1) 		
£22.95

Grammaire essentielle du français offers a
structured approach to make learning easier:
observe, respond and memorise. There are
675 progressive exercises in levels A1 and A2
and 550 exercises in levels B1 and B2. The
accompanying CDs offer a further 80 exercises
plus the dialogues from the book. Separate
sections are included to put grammar into use
in a practical form and a comparative section
for English and Spanish speakers shows how
the languages match and differ. 10 evaluation
sections and an answer key are also included.
A1
002952 Livre + CD A1

£25.95

A2
002957 Livre + CD A2

£26.95

B1
002965 Livre + CD B1

£26.95

B2
002966 Livre + CD B2

£28.50

Grammaire
progressive du
français
CLE
A revised, colour edition of an essential
grammar series for adolescent and adult learners. The layout and organisation of the books
is clear with grammatical explanations on the
left hand page, and exercises on the right. It
can be used for personal or classroom study
and follows the natural progressive learning of
French grammar. The books give an adequate
coverage of grammar for various examinations and assesses the learner thoughout. The
series now includes an access code in each
book which gives students access to more
than 400 additional online, interactive exercises and self-evaluation tests plus an online
version of the book.

Grammaire
progressive du
français des affaires
CLE
This grammar book is designed specifically
for students and professionals who want to
communicate effectively in a French-speaking
work environment. The layout and organisation
of the book is clear with grammatical explanations on the left hand page, and exercises on
the right. It can be used for personal or classroom study and follows the natural progressive
learning of French grammar. The book gives
an adequate coverage of grammar for various
examinations and there are 10 bilan sections
and a general evaluation test for learners to
assess their progress. The book also includes
a glossary of grammatical terms with simple
explanations and access to a fully-online digital version of the book. The accompanying
audio-CD contains 56 listening texts.
A2/B1
004045 Livre + CD + Livre-web niveau
intermédiaire
£23.95
004049 Corrigés intermédiaire
£11.50

A1.1
004953 Livre débutant complet CD-audio +
livre-web
£22.50
004979 Corrigés débutant complet
£10.95

Pratique Conjugaison

A1
006994 Livre débutant + CD + Livre-web
£21.95
007002 Corrigés débutant
£10.95

The book is organised into 13 chapters
treated in a progressive manner.The rules for
conjugation are included to assist with understanding the formation of the different tenses
by category of verbs. There are 500 exercises
split into 3 sections: training, usage and revision. Self-assessment tests are included for
students to check their progress together with
an answer key for self-study use.

A2/B1
004888 Livre intermédiaire + CD-audio +
appli-web
£25.75
004889 Corrigés intermédiaire
£11.95
B1/B2
004958 Livre avancé + Livre-web + CD audio
£24.50
004956 Corrigés avancé
£11.50
B2/C2
004923 Niveau perfectionnement
004924 Corrigés perfectionnement

£27.75
£11.95

Grand-Clément, O
CLE

A1/A2
004805 Livre + corrigés

£15.95

B1/B2
004997 Livre + corrigés

£15.95
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Civilisation
General overview
Adolescent/Adult

À Table
PUG

Pratique Grammaire
Siréjols, E/Tempesta-Renaud, G/Siréjol, E and
others
CLE
Pratique Grammaire is for adult learners
and older teenagers and beginners alike and
allows them to learn and practice French
grammar. The books are organised in thematic
chapters which work in a progressive way.
Grammar rules are included as a reminder of
the essential points. There are 640 exercises in
total in level A1/A2 and 550 exercises in level
B1 to practice, revise and test knowledge.
Self-evaluation tests and an answer key are
included.
A1/A2
004829 Livre A1/A2 + corrigés

£15.95

B1
004843 Livre B1 + corrigés

£16.95

B2
004821 Livre B2 + corrigés

£16.95

Entrainez-vouz de A
àZ
Callet, S
PUG

In the format of an exercise book organized
in alphabetical order, Entrainez-vous de A á Z
contains 200 grammar, orthography and vocabulary exercises ranging from level A1 - C1
of the CEFRL. An answer key is included.
A1/C1
004803

France is a country well known for its cuisine. In France, food is a focal point of the
culture and well-being of the French and is
the heart of a practical network of knowledge
that reaches from the producer to the chef,
from the pitchfork to the fork. À table allows
learners of French to discover this culture of
eating well and at the same time practise their
spoken and written skills as well as grammar
and vocabulary. All 9 chapters follow the same
format - Découvrir, Le portrait, La recette, Le
produit, Comment dire making learning entertaining and enriching, with pictuers, inserts,
quotations, idioms and specific language
points included throughout. Each double page
is a unit in itself and transcripts and an answer
key are included at the end of the book. An
accompanying website is available containing
the listening texts as well as numerous activities that support the coursebook material.
A2
002013 		

£26.95

Bulles De France
Jeffroy, G/Unter
PUG
Bulles de France offers excellent additional
resources for any French learner. This book
covers levels A2 - C2 of the CEFR in comic-strip format showing typical French daily
life. 42 different comics show French stereotypes, clichés and changes in attitudes, covering a wide range of aspects of French culture.
Each comic-strip page is accompanied by
gradual step-by-step tasks which promote and
enable understanding and comprehension. The
learner is fully guided through each mini scenario, allowing them to pick up on the humour
and irony which the strip includes.Recurring
topics offer a variety of tasks covering culture,
without forgetting grammar points, vocabulary
and language issues. This book appeals to all
generations and learners of French. Supplementary materials are available to download
from the website for Bulles de France to expand on the activities in the book. An access
code is given in the front of the book.
A2
007719 Bulles de France

Civilisation
progressive de la
francophonie
CLE
Civilisation progressive de la francophonie is
an innovative publication which offers students
the opportunity to learn about the diverse
cultures of the French-speaking world. Aimed
at intermediate level learners of French, the
volume is clearly laid out and contains approximately 400 exercices, each aiming to teach
students about the different cultures and civilisations of various French-speaking regions
such as west Africa, the Caribbean, Quebec
and many more.
A2/B1
002332 Livre intermédiaire

£17.75

Civilisation
progressive du
français
CLE
This course introduces students to key
themes related to French culture and society
offering a descriptive, explanatory presentation of what has changed - and what has survived - in France and French society. Using a
double-page spread format, the left hand page
contextualises cultural elements using texts,
authentic documents, photos and illustrations.
The right hand pages uses a structured format
of varied exercises covering comprehension,
analysis, comparison, research and debate.
The accompanying CD MP3 contains 30 reports which illustrate the descriptions and
analysis of different aspects of French civilisation. This latest edition also includes an access code inside the book that gives students
access to an easy-to-use, online digital version
of the book.
A1
007119 Livre + CD audio - niveau débutant
£23.95
007121 Corrigés - niveau débutant
£10.95
A2/B1
007756 Livre + CD-audio - niveau
intermédiaire
007146 Corrigés intermédiaire

£24.95
£10.95

B2/C1
007996 Livre + CD audio - niveau avancé		
£23.95
007995 Corrigés avancé
£10.75

£22.95

£11.95
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La République
Française

Readers

PUG

Graded readers

A guide for anyone who wants to better
understand the relationship between the
citizen and the French state and the nature
and workings of French institutions and politics.

Ages 11-14

Collection 24 Heures

13 chapters explain the process that led to
the establishment of the current French
administration and justice and political systems. This new edition (previous edition was
titled La France des Institutions) looks at the
role of the citizen to give a complete picture of
the French administration and more in depth
knowledge of certain aspects when making
comparisons with foreign and European institutions. The book can be used in general civilisation courses, and for FOS and FOU juridique
courses.
B2
002482 Livre

MAISON LANGUES
A collection of thrilling graded readers for
adolescents learning French. Each book in this
series will take readers on an exciting journey
through the French-speaking world (Brittany,
Montréal and Paris). Full of suspense and
adventure, these stories all take place over
the course of just 24 hours and touch upon
themes such as love, gastronomy, tourism and
daily life. Answers to all the exercises plus
the mp3 audio files for each reader can be
accessed via the Espace virtuel on the publisher's website.

£21.95

Each

Comment va la vie ?

A1
009133
009135
009140
009141
009142

PUG
The best way to understand the society of a
country is undoubtedly to discover it through
slices of life: children on the way to school, the
first love of a teenager, the stress of a first job,
a redundancy, the birth of a child or the death
of a loved one.
This book aimed at students preparing for
the DELF B1 and B2 is organised in a chronological and generational way, making it possible to understand the everyday life of the
French through the key stages of existence:
birth, childhood, adolescence, becoming an
adult, adulthood, retirement, and old age. Each
of these seven chapters offers numerous documents, interviews, texts, articles, photos and
infographics that paint a varied and entertaining portrait of French generations through their
joys and challenges. In addition, Zoom pages
allow a more indepth look at themes such as
family, health, money, etc. that are currently
subjects of debate in French society. All the
documents in the book are accompanied by
written and oral activities with answers and
there are practice exercises for the DELF
exams at the end of each chapter.
The affiliated website contains authentic
documents (video reports, testimonials, film
trailers, etc.), providing support for listening
comprehension.
B1
002318 Livre

£24.75

La France au
quotidien

24 heures à Paris + MP3
24 heures à Montréal + MP3
24 heures en Bretagne + MP3
24 heures à Bruxelles + MP3
24 heures en Provence + MP3

Intrigues Policières
MAISON DES LANGUES

PUG
A rich yet concise guide to French civilisation, clearly divided into 12 themed units which
each present a different aspect of daily life in
France. La France au quotidien offers a lively
and documented approach to life in France.
Ideal for topic-based studies, particularly
at A-Level standard, this volume contains
200 colour illustrations, snippets of factual
information, poems, songs and numerous
authentic documents. Cultural objectives are
presented at the start of each chapter. There
are 24 audio files - available to download - for
oral comprehension practice, and written and
oral production exercises are offered for each
chapter. Topics include: La France; Le calendrier; La famille; La table; La santé; Les loisirs;
L’argent; L’habitat et le logement; L’enseignement primaire et secondaire; L’enseignement
supérieur; Le travail; Le citoyen, les institutions
et la politique. An answer key and full transcripts of the audio texts can be found at the
end of the book, and teaching notes can be
downloaded from the publishers’ website.
B1
002316 Livre de l’élève

£8.45

£24.95

A collection of graded readers for adults that
will help learners discover more about France
and French culture. Suitable for beginner to intermediate-level students, Collection Intrigues
Policières invites readers to discover specific
regions of France whilst improving their language skills. Each book comes with a CD-audio MP3 with a dramatised recording of the
text, as well as a map at the beginning of the
book which shows the town or region where
the story takes place, a section before the
story with useful information about the town or
region featured, photos and illustrations, activities to test comprehension and to develop
vocabulary, online research activities that will
allow readers to compare French culture with
their own culture, a cultural dossier presenting
information about the people and the food of
the region being explored, plus a multilingual
glossary in English, French and Spanish.
A2
009120
009065
009121
009122
009125

Un été à Paris + CD
£8.50
S.O.S., Jura en danger! + CD £10.95
Colo en Auvergne + CD
£8.50
Le monstre du Poitou + CD £10.95
Manon, l’échec au roi
£13.95

B1
009319 Les perles de Pyla + CD
009123 Danger à Lyon + CD
009738 Pack of 6 readers
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Teen ELI Readers French
ELI

Découverte
CLE
This series aims to provide graded readers
for students to enjoy as their knowledge of
French progresses. An audio verson of each
book is available to download.
A1
002405 Un étrange voisin
002500 C'est chouette, la vie !
A1.1
002416
002427
002401
002439
002502

Chiens et chats
La guerre des jumeaux
Jojo
Un furet nommé Moka
L'arc en ciel

£6.40
£6.40
£6.40
£6.40
£6.40
£6.40

Stage One - 600 words (A1)
Stage Two - 800 words (A2)

A1.2
002432 Danger : Cyberattaque
002503 Folie d’ours
002442 Sauvetage en haute mer

£6.40
£6.40
£6.40

A2
002429
002539
002405
002500
002513
002430
002497
002504
002405

Disparitions à l’opéra
Photos de nuit
Un étrange voisin
C'est chouette, la vie !
Le coeur entre les dents
Panique à la ferme !
Scandale au lycée
Troisième oeil
Un étrange voisin

£6.60
£6.40
£6.40
£6.40
£6.40
£6.60
£6.70
£6.40
£6.40

A2.1
002491 Magie aux Caraïbes
002516 La lettre de Cordoue
002508 Un parfum de printemps
002496 Avis de recherche
002412 Trésor de guerre

£6.70
£6.40
£6.60
£6.40
£6.40

A2.2
002515 La veste noire
002506 Le piège était presque parfait
002492 On a volé Mona Lisa

£6.40
£6.40
£6.40

B1.1
002493 Sur les routes
£6.60
002510 La nuit mouvementée de Rachel 		
£7.40
002511 L'arbre et les lycéens
£7.40
002507 Triste trafic
£7.40
B1.2
002509 Un cheval pour la vie
002490 L'ami syrien

These colourful readers offer a mixture of
adapted classics, specially-written stories as
well as a selection of non-fiction titles. Each
book comes with an audio recording of the
text, read by a native speaker, either on CD
(and online in MP3 format) or by download
only (online in MP3 format and via the ELI-Link
App for smartphones and tablets). The books
are divided into short chapters with a glossary
at the foot of each page where needed. A variety of activities before and after each chapter
aid comprehension and enrich the language
learning process, while a selection of useful
dossiers provide additional information about
the author and cultural context of the text.
A brief Test Yourself section of activities concludes each book.In addition, selected titles
now also come with new multimedia content,
adding an exciting digital dimension to reading
in class with an IWB or even at home! As well
as providing the audio files, the accompanying
Multi-ROM allows you to flick through a digital
version of the book, listen and repeat the text,
and complete interactive exercises. These
readers are available in 3 stages, graded
according to the number of headwords used,
and correspond to levels A1-B1 of the CEFR:

£6.95
£6.80

Stage Three - 1000 words (B1)
Each

£8.95

A1
002830 Aventure en Savoie + downloadable
audio
002865 Arséne Lupin, gentleman cambrioleur
+ downloadable audio
002807 A la recherche de l’ami disparu +
downloadable audio
002814 Le Capitaine Fracasse +
downloadable audio
002889 Le chant magique + downloadable
audio
002873 Au coeur de la Guyane +
downloadable audio
002830 Aventure en Savoie + downloadable
audio
002848 La Barbe Bleue et autre contes +
downloadable audio
002840 Le petit prince + downloadable
audio

002833 Les malheurs de Sophie +
downloadable audio
002817 Tristan et Iseut + downloadable
audio
002808 La terre est ronde + downloadable
audio
002688 Perceval ou le conte du Graal +
downloadable audio
002860 Les trois mousquetaires +
downloadable audio
002828 Les quatre saisons en Fete +
downloadable audio
002861 Intrigue au cirque + downloadable
audio
002948 La guerre des boutons +
downloadable audio
002894 Deux ans de vacances +
downloadable audio
B1
002846 Le roman de Renart + downloadable
audio
002868 Le Fantôme de l'opera +
downloadable multimedia
002811 La Vénus d'Ile + downloadable
audio

A2
002809 Le souvenir d’Egypte + downloadable
audio
002875 Je t’aime Paris ! + downloadable
audio
002831 Le piano de Margot +downloadable
audio
002829 Le Tour de Jean + downloadable
audio
002849 Poil de carotte + downloadable
audio
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Lectures CLE en
français facile

Adolescent/Adult

Easy Readers French
EASY READERS
Easy Readers have a long and honourable
history spanning nearly 70 years. The brainchild of a small Danish publishing house in
the darkest years of the Second World War,
the series now comprises more than 170 titles
in six languages. From the beginning it has
brought together publishers and editors in
different countries in a unique collaboration to
make authentic literature available to language
students in an approachable, yet unpatronising format.The choice of reading ranges from
trusty classics to modern social drama, from
comedy to detective stories. Each language is
supervised by a specialist editor, whose brief
is to simplify without losing the flavour of the
original. Footnotes are used where needed;
charming illustrations and a clear layout make
the challenge so much easier, and the achievement very satisfying.
A-series (CEFR A2 - Near beginner) Core
vocabulary approx. 650 words
B-series (CEFR A2 - Near beginner) Core
vocabulary approx. 1200 words
C-series (CEFR B1 - Intermediate) Core
vocabulary approx. 1800 words
D-series (CEFR B2 - Upper Intermediate)
Core vocabulary approx. 2500 words
A-series
003540 Desplechin, M - Babyfaces £10.95
003865 Gavalda, A - 35 kilos d’espoir £10.50
B-series
003588 Brisou-Pellen, E - Un si terrible
secret
£11.95
003547 Gavalda, A - Je voudrais que
quelqu’un m’attende quelque part
£11.95
003416 Hassan, Y - De l’autre côté du mur
£9.90
003589 Hugo, V - Notre-Dame de Paris		
£9.70
003545 Leblanc, M - Arsène Lupin Gentleman
Cambrioleur
£9.95
003666 Ollivier, M - E-den
£4.65
003577 Rosnay, - Elle s’appelait Sarah R/P
003867 Torrès, D - Tu es libre
£9.90
003597 Verne, J - Le tour du monde en
quatre-vingts jours
£11.50
002289 Grenier, C - Urgence
£9.90
C-series
003503 Bondoux, A-L - Les larmes de
l’assassin
£9.90
003584 Dumas, A - Les trois mousquetaires:
Les ferrets de la reine
£9.90
003596 Pagnol, M - Manon des sources 		
£11.95

CLE
An eclectic collection of readers - fiction
and non-fiction - designed to appeal to a wide
range of tastes and ages. Every title has the
following features: an introduction to the text
and author, supportive illustrations, footnotes
on each page explaining the more difficult
vocabulary, and a thematic and cultural mini-glossary at the end of the book, together
with a set of comprehension questions. Each
title is accompanied by an audio version ot
the text on CD MP3 or as an audio download,
providing further help in listening and pronunciation, particularly for near-beginners.
1* £5.30 2* £5.50 3* £8.50 4* £8.75
A1
002536 About, E - L’homme à l’oreille cassée Livre + audio téléchargeable
2*
002551 - L’homme à l’oreille cassée - Livre +
CD MP3
4*
003770 Pergaud, L - La guerre des boutons
- Livre + CD MP3
4*
003774 Sand, G - La mare au diable - Livre
+ audio online
2*
003653 Verne, J - Michel Strogoff - Livre
+ CD MP3
4*
A2
003627 Balzac, H - Eugénie Grandet - Livre
+ audio online
2*
003738 Georges, D - La fabuleuse aventure
des Bleus - Livre + CD
003710 Hugo, V - Les Misérables - Livre +
audio online
2*
003757 - Les Misérables - Livre + CD MP3
4*
003607 Leblanc, M - Arsène Lupin contre
Herlock Sholmès - Livre + audio
online
2*
002538 Maupassant, G - Les nouvelles
de Maupassant - Livre + CD
4*
003753 Simenon, G - Maigret et la jeune
morte
2*
003801 Stevenson, R - Dr Jekyll et Mr
Hyde - Livre + audio online
2*
003805 - Dr Jekyll et Mr Hyde - Livre + CD
MP3
4*
003600 Verne, J - Deux ans de vacances Livre + audio online
2*
B1
002532 Balzac, H - La cousine Bette
- Livre + audio téléchargeable
002537 - La cousine Bette - Livre + CD
003791 Hugo, V - Notre-Dame de Paris
- Livre + CD MP3
003709 Stendhal - Le Rouge et le Noir
- Livre + audio online
003703 Verne, J - Le Tour du monde en
80 jours - Livre + audio online
003702 Leroux, G - Le mystère de la
chambre jaune - Livre + CD

2*
4*
4*
2*
2*
4*

B2
003744 - Le fantôme de l’Opéra - Livre +
audio online
2*

Lire et s’entraîner Compétences de la
Vie
CIDEB
Reading helps to develop LIFE SKILLS:
emotional, social and cognitive skills essential for meeting the challenges of everyday
life. Through the study of French as a foreign
language, these beautifully illustrated graded
readers aim to stimulate personal reflection
by drawing on values evoked in literature. The
range includes adaptations of bestselling contemporary fiction, classics, and original titles
specially-written for language-learners.NEW
APPROACH: In contrast to the original Lire
et s’entraîner series - where exercises follow
each chapter - the stories in this series unfold
uninterruptedly with insights and educational
activities proposed at the end of the books.
These include: activities that invite students
to think about the values found in the story;
mind maps and creative activities that help
the reader to compare their own experiences
with the morals and emotions presented; and
grammar and comprehension activities to enhance language learning.DIGITAL FEATURES:
An audio recording of each book is provided
on CD and/or online via the DeA LINK App for
smartphones and tablets. A free digital e-book
version is also included complete with full
audio, illustrations and interactive activities.
Download the Blackcat e-Readers App for iOS
and Android devices or unlock the web version
for computers and interactive whiteboards
using the access code inside your book.
A1
001720 Le racisme expliqué a ma fille
+ Audio + App
£11.75
001718 Fables + CD + App + DeA LINK		
£10.50
0001716Le dernier tableau de Leonard +
Audio + App
£11.75
A2
002229 Signé Hugo + online audio + App		
£10.50
001776 Les grandes vies + online audio
+ App
£11.75
001875 Un sac de billes + App + DeA LINK
£11.75
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Lire en Français facile

Lire et s’entraîner

HACHETTE

CIDEB

A series of graded readers encompassing
5 different themes: Real-life; Science fiction;
Fantasy; Detective and Adventure. The story
is followed by an explanation of difficult words
and phrases, broken down into chapters.
There are also stimulating activities relating to
the story, based on comprehension and
vocabulary of the text, and a full answer key.
Accessible from beginners level, the collection
is organised into four levels: A1, A2, B1, B2.
The definitions of difficult featured words and
expressions can be found at the bottom of
each page. A pedagagical dossier with comprehension activities, revision notes of the
themes and the answers are integrated into a
section at the back of the book. An audio-CD
of the story is included with each book. The
Club des jeunes readers in the series offer varied stories close to the tastes and interests of
teenagers. Also on the companion website for
the Lire en français facile, Hachette FLE offers
workshops for the class. These include many
activities to motivate students before, during
and after reading the texts. Presented in the
form of downloadable fact sheets, each workshop suggests new avenues of exploitation
for the teacher and additional activities for
the learner. Group activities are also included
to encourage reading! Working on the text in
small or large groups, these workshops offer
ways to develop autonomy, stimulate language
skills and present reading as a magical opening to the world ...

A collection of short readers enriched by
colour illustrations, notes on vocabulary and
interspersed with a variety of comprehension
activities and exercises. The accompanying
audio material, either on CD or online via the
DeA LINK App for smartphones and tablets,
offers a reading of the entire story. With different graded levels, the series offers a progressive approach to learning French, particularly
in building up a wider vocabulary and understanding of sentence structures. Each reader
also includes short articles on themes and
items of interest relevant to the story (history,
literature, tourism, nature...) which help to
develop a greater understanding of French culture and civilisation.*NEW* Selected titles also
come with access to a free E-READER version
of the story, complete with audio, illustrations
and interactive activities. Access the e-reader
on iOS or Android devices with the Blackcat
e-Readers App using the access code printed
inside your book.

Each

£8.10

A1
002694
002745
002748
002749
002747

Bataille, S - Si c'était vrai...
Boyer, N - Le match de Thomas
Courtis, M - Enquête capitale
Coutelle, A - Le blog de Maïa
Coutelle, A - Rémi et le mystère de
St-Péray
002733 Gallon, F - Le coffret mystérieux
002699 Guérin, V- Double Je
002818 Paoli, P - La dernière nuit au Phare
002823 - Mystère sur le vieux port
002712 Vardi, M - La nuit blanche de Zoé
A2
002856 Dumas, A - Les trois Mousquetaires
Tome 1 Au service du Roi
002989 - Les Trois mousquetaires - Tome 2
Au service de la reine
002693 Gerrier, N - Bas les masques !
002737 - La chasse au trésor
002695 - Les chats du commissaire
002690 - Le Colonel Chabert
002743 - Le sortilège de Merlin
002697 - Le tailleur de Pierre
002744 - La ville souterraine
002707 Guilloux, M - Julie est amoureuse
002718 - Nico et le village maudit
002700 Gutleben, M - La disparition
002752 Hugo, V - Les Misérables (Fantine)
002753 - Les Misérables (Cosette)
002703 Lamarche, L - La cité perdue
002739 Rémi et Juliette

002701 Leballeur, A - Le trésor de la MarieGalante
002834 Leroux, G - Le Fantôme de l'Opéra
002910 Maupassant, G - Contes de la
bécasse
002837 Perrault, C - Contes
002703 Roy, A - Peur sur la ville
002705 - Le prisonnier du temps
002710 Vattier, E - Thomas et la main jaune
002619 Verne, - Le Château des Carpathes
002751 Le Tour du monde en 80 jours
B1
002702 Beaumarchais, P-A - Le Barbier de
Séville
002715 Dannais, P -Maxime et le canard
003174 Dumas, A - Le comte de Monte-Cristo
- Tome 1
003188		Le comte de Monte-Cristo - Tome 2
002858 Hugo, V - Les Misérables (Gavroche)
002704 Lamarche, L - Attention aux
pickpockets!
002760 - Lucas sur la route
002879 Leblanc, M - Les aventures d'Arsène
Lupin
002764 Malot, H - Sans famille
002826 Mérimée, P - La Venus d'Ille, Carmen,
Colomba
002743 Maupassant, G - Cinq contes
002859 Molière - Le médecin malgré lui
002824 Rostand, E - Cyrano de Bergerac
002822 Voltaire - Candide
002471 Zola, - Germinal
B2
002855 Simenon, G - Maigret tend un piège
002857 - La tête d’un homme

1* £10.50
5* £11.95

2* £11.50 3* £11.75 4* £11.95

A1
002407 Eric a disparu + CD
002335 La momie du Louvre + CD
002333 Lancelot + CD
002766 Lettres de mon moulin + CD
002322 Jamais de jasmin + CD
002451 Histoire d'un casse-noisette
+ CD
002410 La tulipe noire + CD
002324 La pierre du Grand Nord + CD
002338 Arsène Lupin. Le bouchon de
cristal + online audio + App
002321 La Belle et la Bête + CD + App
003663 Zorro! + CD
002319 Énigme en Périgord + CD

1*
1*
2*
1*
1*
1*
2*
1*
1*
1*
1*
1*

A2
002373 Aventure dans les Pyrénées + CD
2*
003130 Le secret de Louise + CD
1*
002360 Mystères au Grand Hôtel + CD 1*
002603 Une étrange disparition + CD
1*
002815 Jeanne d'Arc + CD
1*
002327 Selma se connecte + CD + App 2*
002345 Un billet pour le commissaire
+ CD
2*
002357 Qui file Cécile? + CD
3*
002386 Le petit prince + CD + App + DeA
LINK
4*
003667 Le Roi Arthur et les chevaliers de
la Table ronde + CD
3*
002312 Tartarin de Tarascon + Audio
+ App
3*
002362 Des traces dans la neige + CD 1*
003122 Mystère à Nice + CD
1*
002378 Paris est en danger + CD
2*
002348 Poursuite dans Paris + CD
2*
002480 Le sabre de Napoléon + CD +
App + DeA LINK
1*
003923 Marine a un secret + CD
1*
003926 Une star en danger + CD
1*
002347 Du lait au fiel + CD
2*
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Young Adult ELI
Readers - French
ELI

002392 Deux ans de vacances + CD +
App + DeA LINK
1*
002354 Au revoir, les enfants + CD + App
+ DeA LINK
4*
002464 La recette secrète + CD
1*
002411 l'Avare et autres pièces + CD
+ App
2*
003114 La guerre des boutons + CD
2*
002344 À la recherche de Tibou + CD 1*
B1
002349 Marie Curie: Une vie pour les
sciences + App + DeA LINK
2*
002409 La Fugue de Bach + CD 4*
002379 Perceval + CD
4*
002367 Les Trois Mousquetaires + CD 4*
002317 Le comte de Monte-Cristo + CD
+ App + DeA LINK
4*
002370 Madame Bovary + online audio
+ App
3*
003927 Le secret du vieil orme + CD
2*
002377 Enquête à Saint-Malo + CD
2*
002365 Les Misérables + CD
4*
002481 Notre-Dame de Paris + CD + App
+ DeA LINK
3*
002631 Le Fantôme de l'Opéra + CD
4*
002330 Carmen + CD
2*
002382 Apparition et autres contes + CD
2*
002359 Cyrano de Bergerac + online audio
+ App
3*
002588 La chartreuse de Parme + CD
2*
003928 Le Tour du monde en 80 jours
+ CD
3*
002466 Voyage au centre de la Terre + CD
3*
002315 Candide + CD + App + DeA LINK 		
2*
002328 Germinal + CD + App + DeA LINK 		
4*
B2
002371 Le mystère de la chambre jaune
+ CD
4*
002361 Double assassinat dans la Rue
Morgue et La lettre volée + CD 3*
002469 Vengeance à la Réunion + CD 2*

A series of beautifully illustrated literary classics, specially adapted for language learners.
Each book comes with an audio recording of
the text, read by a native speaker, provided
either on CD (and online in MP3 format) or by
download only (online in MP3 format and via
the ELI-Link App for smartphones and tablets).
The books are divided into short chapters
with a glossary at the foot of each page where
needed. A variety of activities before and after
each chapter aid comprehension and enrich
the language learning process, while a selection of useful dossiers provide additional information about the author and cultural context
of the text. A brief Test Yourself section concludes each book.These readers are available
in 4 stages, graded according to the number
of headwords used, and correspond to levels
A1-B2 of the CEFR.
Stage One - 600 words (A1 - Beginner)
Stage Two - 800 words (A2 - Near Beginner)
Stage Three - 1000 words (B1 - Intermediate)
Stage Four - 1800 words (B2 - Upper Inter
mediate)
Each

£10.75

A1
002886 Le Malade Imaginaire + audio
download
002870 Le tour du monde en 80 jours
+ audio download
A2
002888 Manon Lescaut + audio
download
002819 Cyrano de Bergerac + audio
download
002884 Candide + audio download
B1
002825 Paul et Virginie + audio download
002821 Le Comte de Montecristo + audio
download
002851 Le grand Meaulnes + audio
download
002871 Carmen + audio download
002832 Sans famille + audio download
002853 Le Petite Fadette + audio download
002864 Le Rouge et le Noir + audio
download
002850 Vingt mille lieues sous les mers +
audio download
002842 Germinal + audio download
B2
002963 Les Misérables + audio download
002872 Notre-Dame de Paris + audio
download
002847 Le Père Goriot + audio download
002918 L'Éducation sentimentale + audio
download
002852 Madame Bovary + audio download
002854 Une vie + audio download
002915 La Chartreuse de Parme + audio
download

Accessible original
literature
Adolescent/Adult

Mondes en VF
- Littératures
contemporaines
francophones
DIDIER FLE
A new collection of adult readers to discover
contemporary francophone literature, for levels
A1 - B1 written by authors from Belgium, Congo, France, Cameroon, Guadeloupe, Tunisia,
Switzerland and Quebec. Open to all horizons
of the Francophonie, the Mondes en VF collection bears witness to literature in touch
with the realities of today’s world. Personal
perspectives - funny, tender or bitter - on our
changing worlds, the stories in this collection
are all doors to the pleasure of reading in
French. With Mondes en VF you can experience French in all its forms, the French of men
and women of the world, who speak about
their worlds.Audio recordings are available to
download for free on the collection’s website
http://www.mondesenvf.fr, as well as additional teaching ideas, introductory sheets to facilitate writing workshops in French as a foreign
language, resources for vocabulary, information on literary genres, literature by country,
resources on specific themes and biographies
of the authors to help with study of the texts in
the classroom.
A1
009061 Cocton, M-N - Ä la rencontre de
Saint Exupéry
£8.40
09055 Dres, J - Marie Curie, ma grand-mère
£8.40
009051 Grabowski, C - Rendez-vous rue
Molière
£8.40
009058 Kritter, A - Qui êtes-vous Monsieur
Eiffel ?
£8.40
009052 Louviot, M - Les rêves de Jules
Verne
£8.40
009047 - Victor Hugo habite chez moi £8.40
A2
009747 Ancion, N - La cravate de Simenon
£8.40
009231 - New York 24 H Chrono
£8.40
009049 Bebey, K - Enfin chez moi!
£8.40
009041 Bensaad, N/Charcosset, A Nouvelles du monde
£8.40
009752 Jomunsi, N - Une vie parfaite £8.40
009046 Mi Hyun Croset, L - Après la pluie,
le beau temps
£8.40
009059 Remède, V - Jus de chaussettes
£8.40
009750 - Pas d’Oscar pour l’assassin (A2)
£8.40
009057 - Les singes d’une nuit d’été £8.40
009102 Touré, F - La Voyeuse
£8.40
009045 Verreault, M - Les couleurs primaires
£8.40
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B1
009749 Delhomme, S-A - Quitter Dakar 		
£13.95
009526 Joncour, S - Combien de fois je
t’aime
£12.50
009060 Lysoe, E - Un cerf en automne £12.50
009089 Manai, Y - La marche de l’incertitude
£13.95
009514 N’Sondé, W - Orage sur le Tanganyika
£12.50
B2
009042 Chedid, A - L’ancétre sur son âne		
£12.50
009529 Ndiaye, M - Un temps de saison 		
£13.95

000206 La Boîte a Histoires

A fun card game that requires students to
form sentences and create stories with single
illustrated language elements. Characters,
animals, places, items and actions have been
carefully selected to provide an array of possible combinations. (CEFR level A2-B1). The
game allows students to expand vocabulary,
learn grammar, use verbs and develop sentences. It helps students to practise a variety
of language structures and also stimulates
their imagination by making sentences and
creating stories.
000275 Le Grand Jeu des Nombres

£15.95+

Audio-visual/
Multimedia

A fun and useful bingo-style game based
on observing and matching the cards and
boards with the numbers. It enables students
to memorize and practise cardinal and ordinal
numbers in an enjoyableand engaging way.
(CEFR A1-B1)

Games

000207 Jeu de Fables

Ages 11-14

ELI Language Games
ELI
A selection of boxed games ideal for learners
of all ages, young and old! These games come
in a variety of languages (French, Spanish,
German, Italian, English and now Chinese) and
aim to develop foreign language skills in a fun,
engaging and interesting way. The games are
graded by difficulty level as appropriate for
beginners, near beginners and intermediate
students (CEFR levels A1-B1) and cover a wide
range of topics with a main focus on important
grammar points and vocabulary. Some of the
games can be played by the whole class and
others in small groups. Games can also be
used in one-to-one sessions with a teacher
and pupil and at home with family and friends.
Beginners
000287 Bingo Images

£15.95+

Based on the popular game of Bingo, this
boxed game helps young students to learn 100
basic words in French, through word-picture
association. Suitable for use in both small
and large groups Bingo Images includes 100
mini-flashcards, 32 colour bingo cards and a
teacher’s guide with suggestions for further
activities based on the bingo game. (CEFR A1)
000265 Les Dominos des Heures

£15.95+

A fun and engaging game for students to
learn, remember and practise the vocabulary
and functional language needed to ask and tell
the time.The box contains 48 cards. Each card
has a clock face on the left and a written time
on the right. By correctly matching the cards,
you can complete the game dominoes. (CEFR
A1-A2).

£15.95+

£15.95+

A fun, educational game which combines
the telling of five traditional fairy tales with
learning basic vocabulary and grammar in
the target language. (CEFR A1-A2) Using
well-known fairy tales aids and encourages
students to learn or revise the vocabulary and
grammar elements included in each fairy tale:
Peter Pan, Alice in Wonderland, The Jungle
Book, The Bremen Town Musicians and Hansel
and Gretel.
Near beginners
000202 C’est mon métier !

£15.95+

Learn and memorise jobs and professions
with this fun board game! (CEFR A2) C’est mon
métier ! is a board game based on matching
pictures, words and decriptions. The game
contains 132 cards, a playing board and a
dice. Each card has the name or picture of a
job, whilst the playing board has a pathway
describing the corresponding activities.
000200 Super Bis French

£15.95+

An enjoyable card game to facilitate the
learning and reinforcement of interrogative
forms, of tenses in general and basic vocabulary. It also allows for conversation practice
through mini-dialogues. (CEFR A2)
Lower Intermediate
000205 Adjectifs et contraires

£15.95+

A very simple, useful and enjoyable card
game based on matching illustrated adjectives
with the corresponding opposite adjectives.
The game allows students to learn, memorize
and practice 130 commonly-used adjectives in
a fun and engaging way. (CEFR A2-B1.

000256 Comment ça va ?

£15.95+

A card game with an illustrated playing
board. Players have to reach the finish line by
overcoming a series of trials relating to the
body, well-being, and a healthy lifestyle, such
as simple physical exercises. Players need
to use their language and descriptive skills to
play this fun game which encourages learning,
revision and the correct use of the French language. (CEFR A2-B1)
000201 Les dominos de la journée

£15.95+

Les dominos de la journée is a domino-based
game which enhances the learning and practice of 48 French verbs (both regular and
irregular) in the present, past and future tense.
Each card illustrates an action on the lefthand side and the written, infinitive form of
a different action on the right-hand side. The
game consists of matching the illustrations
to the written form using the correct tense.
All actions are based around the daily life of a
French family. (CEFR A2-B1).
000208 Francophone célèbres

£15.95+

A useful and fun card game, based on
matching illustrated cards with famous people
and their corresponding identity cards. (CEFR
A2-B1). The game allows students to learn,
memorise and practise high-frequency language structures in the language of study to
identify and present a character in a fun, easy
and engaging way. Each picture of a famous
person becomes an important conversation
topic and each identity card is a prompt to
learn who the characters are, what important
things they have done, and in which sector
they have made themselves known.
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000264 Le grand jeu des verbes

£15.95+

A useful game for practising verb conjugations and sentence structures using 100 everyday verbs! The game contains 132 cards:- 100
illustrated cards with the infinitive verb written
below the picture - 21 green cards indicating
the subject of the sentence - 8 yellow cards
indicating the mood and tense - 3 red cards
with the affirmative, negative and interrogative
form A teacher’s booklet, which gives suggestions of different games, is included with the
set. (CEFR A2-B1).
000288 Un petit tour en ville

£15.95+

A lively board game based on the observation of illustrations related to the city (CEFR
A2-B1). Students memorise, learn and develop
their knowledge of lexical sets connected to
urban features, shops, places in town and services, means of transport, road signs and road
safety, all in a very engaging way. The game
can be used in class with a teacher or at home
with friends.
000209 Triboo - French

Highly motivating, these ELI Language Magazines provide children of all ages and levels in
school or at home with interesting articles, fun
games and activities in their chosen language.
All subscriptions comprise five (5) issues in a
16-page, A4 format, published roughly every
two months between October and May. Subscriptions may be ordered at any time of year,
but orders received after mid-September may
arrive late.
Recorded material is available online completely free of charge with selected texts from
all five issues. The Teaching Notes are also
available online free of charge.
1 subscription £16.00;
2-5 subscriptions £10.00 each;
6 or more subscriptions £8.50 each.
095341
095258
095070
095071
095072

Voilà (Beginners)
C'est facile! (A1/A2)
Môme (A2/B1)
Jeunes (B1/B2)
Ensemble (B2/C1)

£16.00
£16.00
£16.00
£16.00
£16.00

£15.95+

Triboo is a useful and challenging game
based on the exchange of questions and
answers on cultural and interdisciplinary topics, using keywords and clues in the target
language. This enables students to learn and
revise a broad range of vocabulary as well as
develop their cultural knowledge and general
communication skills in the language of study,
combined with the fun of team/pair competition. (CEFR A2-B1). The game includes 132
cards divided into six decks corresponding to
six vocabulary and disciplinary categories: Science, History,Geography, Sport, Entertainment,
Art and Literature. Other contents: a playing
board, a dice, 15 counters. The pictures can
stimulate students’ descriptive skills and the
questions with suggestions do not require the
physical presence of students in order to be
used.

A Level Literature
& Culture
These selections contain the literature titles
on the set text lists for the current MFL A Level
exams.

AQA French A Level
Literature Texts
006002 Camus, A - L'étranger
£8.45
005404 de Vigan, D - No et moi
£9.15
075488 - No et moi - Edition pédagogique
£9.15
006300 Etcherelli, C - Elise ou la vraie vie
£10.75
075685 Grimbert, P - Un secret
£8.90
076124 Guène, F - Kiffe kiffe demain £8.95
005841 Joffo, J - Un sac de billes
£8.40
007043 Maupassant , G - Boule de suif et
autres nouvelles
£2.75
005643 Molière - Le Tartuffe
£2.95
005584 Sagan, F - Bonjour tristesse
£7.25
008226 Voltaire - Candide ou L'optimisme
£2.95

075685
076124
007488
135220
332668

Grimbert, P - Un secret
£8.70
Guène , F - Kiffe kiffe demain £8.15
- Kiffe kiffe demain
£8.95
Némirovsky, I - Le bal
£7.55
Triolet, E - Les amants d'Avignon
£2.90

Edexcel French A
Level Literature Texts
072944 Bâ , M - Une si longue lettre
£8.30
009884 Begag , A - Le Gone du Chaâba 		
£10.95
006002 Camus, A - L'étranger
£8.45
009942 Colette - Le blé en herbe
£5.95
009942 - Le blé en herbe
£8.95
005404 de Vigan, D - No et moi
£9.15
075488 - No et moi - Edition pédagogique
£9.15
005841 Joffo , J - Un sac de billes
£8.40
075501 - Un sac de billes
£9.00
007043 Maupassant , G - Boule de suif et
autres nouvelles
£3.20
006504 Boule de suif/La maison Tellier/
Madame Baptiste/Le port
£6.95
005548 Mauriac, F - Thérèse Desqueyroux
£7.60
007934 Molière - Le Tartuffe
£4.35
005643 - Le Tarfuffe
£2.90
007628 - Le Tartuffe
£4.55
005568 Pagnol, M - Le château de ma mère
£9.95
005820 Rochefort , C - Les petits enfants du
siècle
£8.40
006030 Sartre, J-P -Les mains sales £10.95

French A Level
Literature Study
Guides
A selection of study guides for literature and
film titles for the current A Level French examinations.
073132 Ernaux - La Place
£23.99
073154 Chaplin, P E - Maupassant: Boule de
Suif
£6.00
073817 Harrington,, K/Malle, L - Au Revoir
Les Enfants
£11.99
073827 Harrington, K / Bégaudeau, F - Entre
les Murs
£11.99
073828 Harrington, K/ Kassovitz, M - La
Haine
£11.99
073831 Harrington, K / de Vigan, D
- No et Moi
£11.99
073832 Harrington, K /Camus. A - L'Etranger
£11.99
073834 Harrington, K / Joffo, J - Un sac de
billes
£11.99
135737 Etcherelli - Elise ou la vraie vie		
£23.99
148981 Voltaire, Haydn Mason - Candide		
£16.99
148986 Parish, R / Molière - Le Tartuffe 		
£16.99
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